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Abstract  
 
With the recent hype surrounding blockchain technology for decentralised systems and applications, the             

conversation has become very fragmented. In light of a lack of framework, this paper sets out to create a                   

comprehensive and useful overview of the environment surrounding blockchain’s current and potential            

use for social-impact work. Utilising the PESTEL framework, and treating blockchain as a business-like              

structure, the analysis narrows in on 24 factors of influence, backed by insights from experts and                

case-studies. The analysis is discussed to derive concrete opportunities and challenges for any             

organization or business with a social-impact agenda, which is either considering using blockchain in              

their operations or developing it for another entity. At the very end, all insights will be condensed into                  

Recommendations for Implementation: as far as manuals go, this thesis comes close.   
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Introduction and Problem Formulation  
 
This thesis aims to bridge the gap in knowledge for social businesses interested in implementing               

blockchain-based systems into their operations; developers or IT-architects interested in ‘blockchain for            

good’ will likewise extract use from the discussion on organisational implementation and innovation.             

Blockchain is a digital database containing information (such as records of financial transactions) that can               

be simultaneously used and shared within a large decentralized, publicly accessible network            

(Merriam-Webster Dictionary). For the purpose of future understanding, the focus will be on             

blockchain-based systems (BBSs), rather than on merely ‘blockchain’ as is often the case; these systems               

are comprised of a blockchain and other frameworks and user interfaces which in sum offer a functional                 

system. Through my carefully planned research methodology, several cases, interviews, and an analysis             

of the contextual environment, my goal is to clear the water for both parties: social businesses who are                  

interested in the prospect but with a lack of blockchain insight, as well as for technical providers who                  

appreciate the complexities of operating under precarious circumstances.  

 

Like any new technology, ‘blockchain’ has since its creation in 2008 undergone several stages of               

attention, from anarchists believing it to rattle the financial sector, to the associations with criminal               

activity, and in the roughly past four years, it has gained buzzword status when it comes to finding                  

solutions to societal problems (Tapscott & Tapscott, 2016). Even though the hype is factually measurable,               

a current lack of scalability and the complex nature of BBSs obscure the understanding for organisations                

who could truly benefit from adoption. With the continuous rise in investment and development, there               

appears to be a widespread understanding of blockchain’s future potential, but with each additional sector               

represented in the public discussion, the possible benefits for social-impact work become drowned in a               

pool of fragmented opinions.  
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Indeed, the proportion of organisations utilising blockchain for non-profit driven work has been steadily              

growing each year, with both major organisations like the UN and smaller initiatives everywhere making               

use of the open source nature of the code. With any new technology come benefits and pitfalls, and when                   

it comes to social-impact sector work, it is particularly crucial that no money is wasted on experimental                 

solution-finding. Therefore, the main questions driving this paper are:  

 

What are current use cases, opportunities, and challenges for blockchain in social-impact work             

(hereunder classified NGOs, NPOs, governmental initiatives, and social businesses)? In what ways, if in              

any, does blockchain technology yield a promise for good? 

 

Table 1: The Hype, The Reason, The Reality of Blockchain Technology Today  

The Hype The Reason The Reality 

Blockchain will revolutionise all 

operational processes as we know 

them, including those with a 

social agenda.  

The change in data structure 

and exchange, computational 

trust, and efficiency eliminates 

intermediary steps and cost.  

The technology is new, there is no 

best-practice for implementation, 

and it is hard to predict what the 

future will bring 

 

 

Methodology and theoretical framework 

Research methods  
An overall research design can be mapped out by using Saunders et al.’s (2007) research methodology. At                 

the outer shell, and since the overarching field of investigation is Information Systems (IS), this paper                

holds a critical realist philosophy as suggested by Mingers (2004). Critical Realism (CR) is a               
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development which invites pluralist research strategies to coincide in order to bring forward an argument               

of ‘being’ in the sciences, all a while accepting the relativism of knowledge as socially and historically                 

conditioned in the epistemological domain (the theory of knowledge). The critical component lies in two               

parts: rejecting naive objectivism, accepting that human understanding is always limited; and that no              

social theory can be entirely descriptive, but needs evaluation as it develops, making it impossible to                

separate facts and values (Archer et al. 1998). This kind of theory is inevitably transformative, delivering                

a critical explanation which naturally invites action. For IS research, it is highly useful since it allows for                  

both soft and hard approaches, and builds on Mingers’ pragmatic assumptions such as ‘the meaning of a                 

concept comes from its use’, ‘We cannot and should not aim for ultimate truth but rather usefulness;                 

theories are instruments’ (2001). In other words, there will not be a new ‘truth’ unfolding from this paper                  

but rather a new perspective, inviting the reader to see the predefined field of study with new eyes.  

 

Thus, the approach of this research is highly abductive as per Taylor et al. (2015), exploring what is                  

known in the environment surrounding blockchain implementation and use, in ways deemed relevant for a               

social business, NGO/NPO or any other entity with a social agenda. Due to the fact that CR does not                   

commit itself to a specific stream of research methods, it is the interpretation of the findings which is the                   

most important aspect of the process, and with abductive reasoning it is ‘inference to the best                

explanation’; a method revived in the wake of computer science research, I want to also look into the most                   

likely reason as to why things are the way they are, and will become.  

_____________________  

For the analysis, a range of conceptual, organisational, and procedural data will be gathered, all               

qualitative in nature. Critical Realism acknowledges the inescapable fallibility of the outsider’s view, and              

thus I will describe in more detail the process of investigation:  

 

The strategy will be a mix of case studies, based on both interviews and secondary data, and on an                   

extensive literature review, based on both academic literature but also on expert insights. To quote               

Mingers (2001): “understanding in any particular situation will require a variety of research methods              
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(multimethodology), both extensive and intensive” – it is therefore impossible to understand what goes on               

without understanding the structures that have given rise to the phenomena.  

 

Due to the ‘crypto space’ still being novel, it stretches across many disciplines, and some of the most                  

important information can be found in blogs such as on Medium, in whitepapers; technical documents;               

some published books; the podcast ‘Unchained’ by Forbes’ technology analyst, Laura Shin; organised             

meetups and events; and the relevant information on sub-Reddits such as r/Ethereum and r/Blockchain.              

Reddit is an online forum and the primary place where new developments in the cryptoworld are                

discussed, often among the developers themselves. However, as with all the sources named, one should be                

very cautious of the corruptible nature of Reddit (Point, 2016), as loud voices, not necessarily true ones,                 

are often promoted.  

 

The time horizon of this research is a snapshot of the here and now, including what came before. Unless                   

relevant to the past, I always use the most current secondary data. Any other type of research would be                   

impossible, as it would require me to follow a process for a prolonged period of time; and since I am                    

interested in studying the use of blockchain from a critical realist perspective, there already exists enough                

information to uncover new understanding of the now. The research design is of an explanatory nature. In                 

other words, it is an exploration of the issue without predicting any quantifiable effects of different                

variables, and before enough is known to conduct a formulaic research project (Neuman, 2003).  

 

Saunders’ (2007) final research design element, the sample size, is of little importance, but I nevertheless                

want to stress the significance of representation: blockchain is not an extremely friendly space for the                

layperson, and there are very few standards when it comes to its global infrastructure (Genc, 2017). I                 

therefore find it inevitable that the process for implementation of blockchain is reviewed in different               

contexts, such as big international for-profits, governmental institutions, and NGOs alike, in order to              

bring forward a representational blueprint for the process any socially motivated initiative could             

undertake. One could look at the goal of this thesis to be a synthesis of relevant cases and knowledge, to                    
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create the most up to date overview of challenges and opportunities for blockchain for social good: a                 

critical ‘how to’.  

Strategies 

Case study  
This thesis is supported by case studies from different areas of actual pro-social work, where blockchain                

has in one or more ways supported the operation. Overarchingly, this thesis sets out to create a blueprint                  

for an implementation process of blockchain for social businesses. To find the best possible way, it is not                  

always enough to look at evidence from the same space, as looking at different ways of doing things                  

might inform optimization of a current understanding of a process. It is therefore not enough to solely                 

study other social businesses who in the past have implemented blockchain based systems, because they               

might lack innovative capacity (Huizingh, 2011). Case study research is ideally suited to answer how and                

why questions, especially in a setting where researchers have no control of behavioural events. There is                

also a strong focus on contemporary events with case studies (Yin, 2003), and I will be using only very                   

recent examples spanning 2017 and onward.  

 

Embedded design  
Case study research can be carried out in different ways: it can be done holistically with a single unit of                    

analysis, or it can be done embedded with multiple units of analysis. Besides this choice, one can also opt                   

to research not just a single case but to replicate the research across multiple cases to increase the external                   

validity and generalisability of the findings (Yin, 2003). This is done when, as with this research, the                 

environment does not allow for a strict boundary between the function of the technology and the context                 

in which it is deployed.  

 

In choosing amongst the different variations, it is first useful to both zoom in and out to the unit of                    

analysis. When zooming out, most social businesses facilitate interactions between funds and            
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beneficiaries: or as CEO of Givecrypto, Brian Armstrong, puts it: “Donation-based organizations have             

three main tasks: the identification/targeting of receivers, the fund distribution, and the reporting”             

(Unchained, ep. 94). They are interesting to keep as focal points of reference, because the insights                

developed would be applicable for the social-impact sector on the whole – even if the organisation is not                  

donation-funded, but run as a business with a social goal, the importance of the three tasks still holds                  

(Yunus, Moingeon & Lehmann-Ortega, 2010). When zooming in, Yin (2003) describes a rationale for              

choosing the specific cases can be uniqueness or extremeness, and each case is very unique purely                

because it is a pioneer.  

 

The reason the case studies are embedded, not holistic, is that the topic revolves around a whole sector,                  

which can be found in different settings across the world, and a lot of distinct stakeholder groups are                  

relevant. All these stakeholder groups function as units of analysis in an embedded design. The challenge                

in incorporating case study research is reliably measuring these units of analysis at the organisational               

level, since it is very difficult to have a longitudinal look into how organisations operate across time.                 

According to contemporary case study research, it is therefore preferable to focus on the actions of an                 

organisation, and see what these actions have been driven by, and what outcomes they have led to (Yin,                  

2017). There will be one case per part of the analysis, except in the ‘Technological’ part (explained                 

further below).  

 

However, there will be little to no focus on competition between similar blockchain based projects as my                 

research is about organisational structures and technical implementation: only the historical, not the             

comparable, will be assessed as a guideline for future action. Special care needs to be taken so that the                   

units of observation during data collection, namely the interviewees, represent an opinion that is              

representative for the unit of analysis, namely the organisation they work for. In addition, as my research                 

is future-oriented, the reader should bear in mind that even though an opinion is representative at the time,                  

it could no longer be of significance if the organizational structures and market powers push things in a                  

different direction.  
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Data analysis  
The data analysis started before all data had been gathered. In an iterative manner, I worked through the                  

data from various conference notes, interview transcripts, article downloads, and so forth, by structuring              

the knowledge I had into a framework which highlighted the characteristics of blockchain’s use in the                

realm of social-impact work. All categories considered were then read around in an interpretive way, to                

detect if the borders were too broad or narrow. Iteration likewise happened following the transcription of                

interviews, which put existent notes into a new perspective. More data re-organisation kept happening              

until finally solidifying into the PESTEL framework.  

PESTEL Framework 
If one is to consider the current state and future developments of BBSs within work for social good, it is                    

impossible not to look at macro (external) forces. For this, the PESTEL (Cadle, Paul, & Turner, 2014)                 

framework for analysis can be employed: the acronym stands for Political, Economic, Social,             

Technological, Environmental, and Legal factors affecting the, in most cases, organisation or business.             

This effect on the venture is either its viability of success, or its macro environment (identifying                

opportunities and threats). The way PESTEL has been used in the past shows it has a very broad spectrum                   

of use-cases, because covering these six factors can unlock insight into almost anything planned for               

(Bush, 2019).  

 

In this case, however, the point of focus are BBSs utilised for humanitarian and social missions in current                  

times. In using this framework, it is not enough to just identify these macro forces, but likewise to assess                   

their impact on the center of focus. The point is to capture the landscape which blockchain currently                 

operates in, and then give a status on how blockchain-based systems and NGOs collaborate.  

 

When putting down the framework, the point of departure should be a company or organisation. Even                

though ‘blockchain based-systems’ are far from a unified structure, and in no way a singular organisation,                

the concept does quite neatly fulfill all the criteria of a classic business: 
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An organization or economic system where goods and services are exchanged for one another or for                

money. Every business requires some form of investment and enough customers to whom its output can be                 

sold on a consistent basis in order to make a profit. Businesses can be privately owned, not-for-profit or                  

state-owned. An example of a corporate business is PepsiCo, while a mom-and-pop catering business is a                

private enterprise. (Business Dictionary) 

 

Blockchain has a founder, Satoshi Nakomoto. It has a vision and a design, the first blockchain                

whitepaper. Its existence is based on investment from its users, and its tokens (goods and services) can be                  

sold on to others. Although not entirely defined yet, it also has an operational definition/ethos: distributed,                

immutable, and anonymous (all at varying degrees). Together, it can be said that blockchain develops               

holistically, as a concept, and although its viability for success is context-dependent, a PESTEL analysis               

captures an ever changing environment in the now.  

 

Each part is divided into four different sections, the definition of which have been chosen by me based on                   

relevance to the social-impact space, and by the volume and recency of information published: bring               

limited in nature, I have quite literally been able to read through all the most relevant research and                  

information for blockchain in social-impact work since the conception of Bitcoin. The parts may have               

overlapping names across sections, but the content is still specific to the described environment (e.g.               

‘Norms’ within both the Social and Environmental parts). An important change to the model is the                

‘Technological’ is here called ‘Technology’ as the analysis is around blockchain, and not other types of                

technology. Therefore, this part will appear first in the analysis, and not have a case attached to it, since                   

every case is a ‘blockchain’ case.  
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Figure 1: Overview of the PESTEL factors on the potential of using blockchain for social-impact work.  

 

 

 

With this research methodology I avoid the problem of lack of triangulation (Arksey & Knight, 1999),                

meaning I do not use just one strict method of primary data collection. Triangulation is a theory which                  

describes the creation of meaning (Figure 2), and it very much favours range over precision, again,                

valuing the formation of a new perspective over that of          

uncovering a truth (Ibid.) 

 

Figure 2: Meaning as the intersection of four fields. Source:          

Arksey & Knight (1999).  
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Structure 
The structure of the paper is as follows: Firstly, some relevant blockchain basics will be covered, so it                  

becomes clear what the subject is, and what is subsequently meant every time subject-specific              

terminology is used. Then will follow a contextual background, to showcase my stance on the topic, and                 

therefore the motivation behind doing the research. This leads to the core of the paper, the analysis, which                  

stretches 37 pages and contains an explanation and reasoning for the PESTEL framework followed by the                

framework in action, covering all six parts, but starting with ‘Technology’. Hereafter comes the              

discussion section separated into opportunities, challenges, considerations, and recommendations. Finally,          

I will conclude with a conclusion and ideas for future research.  

 

Blockchain Basics 

History 
“Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral” Kranzberg, Technology Historian, 1986, p. 545,  

 

The early support for blockchain technology was synonymous with the belief that the creation of Bitcoin                

in 2009 was revolutionary. For years until then there had been a disbelief within the cryptography world                 

that any currency would ever become actually decentralized, resistant against censorship, and able to              

protect itself against outside attacks. With the wake of the internet, some of the world’s most talented and                  

activist computer scientists and cryptographers came together through a mailing list called ‘Cypherpunks’             

to debate their vision of the future. Members spanned Julian Assange, editor of WikiLeaks, Jacob               

Applebaum, creator of Tor, and a lot of today’s pioneering blockchain developers (Popper, 2015).  

 

After many failed attempts in the 1990s to create an all-encompassing solution, amounting to payment               

solutions such as b-money, Hashcash, and Bitgold, some of which came very close, on Halloween day in                 
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2008 the Cypherpunk member going by the name Satoshi Nakamoto released a ‘whitepaper’ on Bitcoin;               

essentially a detailed document outlining the technical and logical workings of blockchain. Although most              

Cypherpunks had lost hope, one member, Hal Finney, started engaging in conversation with Satoshi, and               

in 2009 received the first prototype from him (Greenberg, 2014). After running the software, he mined the                 

first bitcoins, and performed the first peer-to-peer blockchain transactions. Although conceived in the             

perfect storm after the 2008 financial crisis, and promising liberation from banking, bitcoin’s first real use                

case was its manifestation as a black market payment, secretive and essentially free – a reputation it still                  

carries to this day.  

 

It was not until 2014 that the banking world caught onto the underlying technology, that ‘blockchain’ as a                  

term was even propagated. In a note circulated to its clients, the investment bank Goldman Sachs wrote:  

 

“While the Bitcoin hype cycle has gone quiet, Silicon Valley and Wall Street are betting that the                 

underlying technology behind it, the Blockchain, can change... well everything." (O. Williams-Grut, 2015) 

 

For the last few years, a unanimous belief in blockchain dealing with universal issues like corruption,                

inefficiency, and wrongful human nature has grown. The concept of blockchain has since merged with               

other areas of cryptography, peer to peer networking and economics, to form variants of the system more                 

applicable for the financial sector (Treleaven, 2017). Combined with the universality of the internet, the               

surfacing of apps, disdain with banking and governments, and no proper legal jurisdiction to govern it,                

Bitcoin became the hype it was in late 2017, being conflated with blockchain to an indestinctionable                

degree. At the time of writing this thesis, the crypto market capitalizations are listing 2147               

cryptocurrencies, with a market cap amounting to 173 billion USD (CoinMarketCap).  

Blockchain 101 
At its core, a blockchain is a ledger of digital transactions, containing the information who has what asset,                  

who has sent what, what is sent, and when it is sent. Instead of being recorded on a single database, the                     

bookkeeping of the transactions is distributed across computers of the network, of the users (nodes) using                
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the system. Not one entity has full control or ownership over the system, and all users of the system can                    

view every recorded transaction. A record of all transactions is stored in “blocks”, and every block is                 

connected in a chronological fashion to the next one in a “chain”, and cryptographically to the previous                 

one through “hashes” or results of arbitrary computations. Every transaction is time-stamped according to              

when the transaction occurred, and every sender and receiver is registered through their public-address              

consisting of a unique string of letters (Tapscott & Tapscott, 2016).  

 

Consensus Mechanisms 

Proof of Work 
The most important aspect of any blockchain-based system is the consensus-mechanism with which it              

operates. Today, most blockchains are run by the Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, designed by               

Nakomoto and behind Bitcoin. In such a system, the creation, validation and distribution of blocks               

happens through so-called mining, where ‘miners’ use computational power to solve difficult equations to              

prove they have carried out the required work to hash a block. These miners are usually large pools of                   

hardware owned by groups of people, and the incentive consists of being rewarded with crypto each time                 

a group gets ahead of the others. This is also how new crypto gets created.  

 

Proof of the work becomes visible via the energy (electricity) spent solving the equations, and currently                

the Bitcoin network alone spends more electricity a year than the nation of Austria (73 TWh)                

(digiconomist). Currently around 144 blocks per day are closed, and each block creates 12.5 Bitcoins               

(Ibid.). Due to the fact that this process only makes sense if the price to mine bitcoins is lower than the                     

value of each coin, mining pools are mostly to be found in places with cheap electricity and a cool                   

climate. Currently the preferred location is by far China (81%), followed by Czech Republic (10%), and                

fractionally spread out thereafter (Blockchain.com).  
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Proof of Stake 
Since PoW is more than a decade old, its lack of advancement in many ways makes it an outdated and not                     

future-proof solution: it tires down hardware, uses obscene amounts of energy, has a high-cost on return,                

limits its own production, and is not scalable. The Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism promises to                 

solve these issues.  

 

With this method, the miners of the network instead function as validators, and these run the consensus                 

mechanism by taking turns in proposing and voting on the following approved block. The validators get                

weight on their vote depending on how much they deposit for ‘stake’. With each blockchain the deposit is                  

in its own currency, and the more of that currency the validators hold, the more weight their vote can                   

have. In order for someone to manipulate the protocol, they would need to beat the stake of every other                   

bidder without any random transaction happening, or a pre-programmed system shutting them down.  

 

Since PoS is an entirely virtual process, it has many benefits over PoW: nearly complete elimination of                 

electricity for computation is needed; it has even lesser levels of centralisation of power on certain nodes                 

and pools; close to no risk of what is coined a ‘51% attack’, which is when more than half the network is                      

controlled by one entity; and finally it is way more suitable for scalability (explained later). Ethereum’s                

Casper Protocol is one such solution on its way, and any organisation seriously considering working with                

existent blockchains, for purposes other than money transfer, and with thousands of active daily users,               

need to keep an eye on this.  

ICOs 
In 2017, the digital equivalent of an IPO, Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) exploded, raising more than three                 

billion USD in investments for crypto-based projects that year (CoinSchedule). ICOs are decentralised             

fundraising: any project, before it launches its token, these can be purchased at a set price; people and                  

companies then can invest through payment, usually in Bitcoin (BTC) or Ether (ETH). Once sufficient               

tokens have been sold, the project is funded, can be started, built, and opened to holders of tokens to                   
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exchange these for services on the platform. Some platforms have a split between different tokens; some                

purely act as a currency, eligible for public exchange; others can be used for different services, or                 

represents the value of different assets (Treehouse 2018).  

 

As with any class of investment, particularly novel ones, most ICOs are not only very ambitious                

(“changing the game”), but actual scams, with no intent to realise project goals (Dowlat & Hodapp, 2018)                 

– these have routinely been caught by people in the community and warned against (see below).  

 

 

Image 1: ICO Warning from Evan van Ness’ ‘Week in Ethereum News’ Website 

 

ICOs obviously also have their benefits, smaller-scale initiatives are able to gather trusted support,              

creating value together, and sometimes very quickly. Some ICOs were suspended due to overwhelming              

level of interest, such as Filecoin, Tezoz, and Brave (Adeyanju, 2017). The latter was started by the                 

former CEO of Mozilla Firefox, and is a decentralised web browser which gives users heightened data                

privacy and the opportunity to pay their most frequently used websites, encouraging an add-free internet;               

it raised 35 USD in 30 seconds (Ibid). After China banned ICOs in late 2017, the market froze globally as                    

heavy regulation was expected to follow, but recently offerings have slowly been picking up              

(Cointelegraph, 2019).  

 

The strength for an NGO/NPO lies in the ease with which they can raise money directly to projects, and                   

offer transparency to the investors as to where the services or money have an effect, but not many have                   

been making use of the concept (Martino, Bellavitis, & DaSilva 2019). Any financially risk-averse entity               

rightfully awaits a reliable legal framework, and the The European Securities and Markets Authority              
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(ESMA) only just recently posted its advice (2019), concluding things such as “Because the range of                

crypto-assets are diverse and many have hybrid features, ESMA believes that there is not a ‘one size fits                  

all’ solution when it comes to legal qualification.” (p.4). Tokens being judged on a case-by-case basis                

means that even after a launch, continuous time has to be devoted to certification and approval.  

Public and Private 
As logically as its name, a public blockchain is one which can be accessed, downloaded, affected and                 

shared by anyone. This can be compared with open source software, and Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin                

are all in this category. Open source is well-known to be multi-beneficial: heightened security, stronger               

code, complete openness to content, cheaper to implement and run, to name some (Bromhead, 2018). The                

main aspect of what brings value in a public blockchain is the fact it is publicly accessible, and this was                    

part of the original idea behind the white paper of Satoshi “the only way to confirm the absence of a                    

transaction is to be aware of all transactions.” (Nakomoto, 2008). However, private and permissioned              

blockchains also have benefits and use cases, and the differences to public and permissionless will be                

outlined in the following. 

  

Firstly, the environments differ strongly: public permissionless are per default more hostile, with             

unidentified participants, necessitating the application of ‘crypto-economics’ in order for actors to behave             

in an honest way. For private permissioned blockchains, the opposite holds true; participants are known               

and assessed, removing the requirement of built-in token to drive good behavior. Instead, what keeps the                

participating parties accountable towards each other are off-chain legal contracts and settlements            

(Hileman, 2017, p. 21). 

  

If the blockchain is private or public permissioned, some trusted party has to be in place. This party has to                    

then allocate the responsibility of several administrative tasks, with the basic ones being: management of               

permission, access control, legal conditions, software upkeep and renewal, disagreement          

resolution/arbitration, and deciding terms for asset insurance/tokenization, which are often for free when             

the blockchain is public and permissionless (Narayanan & Clark, 2017). 
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Following this logic, an analysis from GitHub, with its 28 million users and 57 million software projects                 

being the largest host of source code in the world, suggests that most blockchain projects come from open                  

source and are built on public blockchains (Github.com/blockchain). However, although there is reason             

to suggest a lot is happening in the open source area of blockchain, and that developers should follow that                   

space to see new trends, the data points to these projects not reaching completion. Even though several                 

tens of thousands of blockchain projects are announced as started, on Github (about 53 repositories, and                

390 commits as of September 2019), only very few projects live long, with the average existence of a                  

project being one year. Of all started projects, 8% of open source blockchain projects are still maintained;                 

it is 7% of user generated ones are still active, compared to 15% of the organization generated ones                  

(Github.com/blockchain). It is a cunning difference, as it shows how the involvement of an organization               

or research unit pushes the delivery forward. The benefits of privately started projects is speed, but the                 

compromise is with security and thus robustness (Deloitte, 2017).  

  

A report from Deloitte (Ibid.) showed that projects started by private persons have shorter longevity, and                

that most projects with a very short life span only have one active developer who has the highest amount                   

of commits (changes to the original code), and is therefore able to suddenly switch the focus away. On the                   

opposite end, the projects with the best chances for survival are the ones with larger amount of forks                  

(copies), as this is a sign of adoption which means the underlying code is vouched for.  

 

Indeed, industrial use is different in that it is not a fully trust-less environment, and a certain element of                   

control is still necessary. A study by Dib et al. (2018) identified that aspects such as data-reversibility,                 

transaction scalability, data privacy, system responsiveness, and high degree of protocol updateability are             

vital aspects of industry applications. These limitations of public blockchains can be achieved on the               

private, and the nature of restricted audience is also an element of consortium blockchains.  
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Consortiums 
The largest investments are to no one’s surprise found in the banking space, where alliances, or                

consortiums such as the R3 alliance, are building private enterprise grade chains such as Corda. The R3 is                  

a fantastic feat, housing more than 200 companies of which only half are banks or financial service                 

providers, and the rest span a great range of industries (Clark, 2018). The underlying idea of a consortium                  

is for any individual or organization on the blockchain to transact directly with anyone, and have a shared                  

record of the legal paperwork. 

  

One of the remarkable aspects of the Corda blockchain is how it differs from both permissioned and                 

permissionless networks due to the blockchains being deployed on multiple hardware owned by different              

people or organisations. In contrast to the former, this blockchain can manage any real-world transaction               

between two identifiable users with full legal assurance and privacy. Compared to the latter, Corda               

enables the co-existence and interoperability of different parties – leading to common projects being built               

on the platform, such as decentralized apps (Cointelegraph, 2017). Users can issue, transfer and redeem               

cash-like assets which are usually in fiat currency. Native currencies or tokens can be used to buy any                  

kind of access or use of new features, platform-specific services or services outside the platform but on                 

the broader network. 

  

That is what makes the Corda so interesting, because it solves issues seen in every type of industry, and it                    

having grown way beyond the financial sector goes to show that the need for security is larger than                  

simply for transactions – recordkeeping, and indeed a shared one, has many benefits, too. In case of                 

companies keeping their own ledgers containing supposedly the same information, they can make             

mistakes which causes unnecessary disagreements, costs, and exploitation. The technical benefits and            

challenges of consortiums will be covered in the technical section of the analysis.  
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In an interview with Sidsel Rytter, Blockchain consultant at Deloitte, she confirmed that consortiums are               

the one thing she personally believes give the banking sector a true larger-scale benefit of using the                 

technology, and that successful pilots have been carried out already.  

_______________ 

 

To sum up all these different aspects which make up the not yet standardised blockchain architecture, for                 

the purpose of this paper, within a BBS, the term blockchain refers to a distributed system which holds                  

the following four benefits: data traceability leading to a new trust paradigm, systems interoperability for               

process automation, flexibility for service improvement, and token-based ecosystems for shared           

governance. Keeping these four benefits in mind will make it easier to see the usefulness of the case                  

studies described in the analysis. What follows is some context as to why this topic is timely and relevant,                   

simultaneously functioning as a reflection on my own stance as the author.  

  

Contextual Background 
“The factory system, automobile, telephone, radio, television, the space program, and of course nuclear              

power itself have all at one time or another been described as democratizing, liberating forces.” –                

Langdon Winner, 1980, Do Artifacts Have Politics? p. 121 

  

What this quote brings forth is the way in which the framework of analysis is capturing the mere                  

existence of technology rather than its functionality or effect, something which Langdon studies in his               

‘theory of technological politics’. He quite freely moves between the term artifact and technology, but the                

prior has since been described more precisely by Professor in IS at MIT, Wanda Orlikowski as a “material                  

culture created by human ingenuity to assist in the performance of tasks” (1992). “Once developed and                

deployed”, they are reified and appear “to be part of the objective, structural properties of the situation”                 

(p. 406). In this context, artifacts are, just as the word alludes to, tangible objects, but they are also more:                    
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they have been brought forth by human creativity, and thus carry an idea, leading them to always be open                   

to social interpretation (cultural-cognitive elements) (ibid.) 

  

Winner and Orlikowski both argue that artifacts have elements which make them rigid, and that once                

specifications (regulative elements) have been agreed upon, they cannot but comply with set standards              

(normative elements) making them comparable to bodies of law. Once those ideas have been designed,               

they results in hardware, and people start interacting with them, and they quite literally become tools that                 

define how people interact with them, offering very little flexibility and thus should undergo an equal                

amount of consideration for merely existing as the passing of new legislation. 

Disruptive Innovation 
Innovation is really the new, secularized, term for ‘progress’, helping groundbreaking developments            

disassociate themselves from the pushy conviction of the imperialistic West. Historian Jill Lepore writes: 

“The idea of innovation is the idea of progress stripped of the aspirations of the Enlightenment, scrubbed                 

clean of the horrors of the twentieth century, and relieved of its critics. Disruptive innovation goes further,                 

holding out the hope of salvation against the very damnation it describes: disrupt, and you will be saved.” 

  

Disruption is an act in and of itself, one which does not need justification, because it is supposed to ‘enter                    

as a trojan horse’ (Markides, 2006) without much consideration for the resulting social or economic               

consequences. The story of disruption is often told with a one-man hero, or an idea which was not                  

received well to begin with, as its radicality was too difficult to comprehend, and finally, as it does break                   

through, nothing is the same as before. Blockchain as a technological concept not only covers all these                 

elements; it has additionally undergone great efforts of separation to Bitcoin: supporters have heavily              

emphasized Bitcoin’s downturn over 190 times (99bitcoins). This suggests that blockchain is the final              

product, the disruptor of the disruption, and the only true story of success. 

  

However, following Lepore’s argumentation, the underlying theory of disruption stands on a weak             

foundation: in case a technology or a business makes it, the logic holds it might fail, and equally; if it has                     
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not, it might make it in future. Whichever way, both scenarios can be signs of disruption, and the hurry                   

towards ‘disruptive innovation’ sets under pressure all levels of technology development, carrying the             

illusion of certain layers of people ‘understanding’ the technology better than others, giving them the key                

to bring about either salvation or damnation as they so decide. How come diversity is on everyone’s                 

minds when it comes to furthering innovation, and once a technology is marked as disruptive, blind faith                 

in its revolutionary powers sets no question mark to what and who gets left out? 

Technology as a ‘fix’ 
 

Figure 3: the Blockchain/FOMO solution process 

  

  

The idea that technology can solve the world’s problems is not new, and the rather dogmatic term ‘the                  

Technological Fix’ was manifested by the nuclear physicist Alvin Weinberg in the 1960s (Rosner, 2004).               

He believed nuclear power and its resulting technologies would completely change the economic system,              

that better medical equipment would directly affect birth rates, and that the television and air cooling,                

together, would keep people off the streets and assure greater urban peace. Although none of these                

problems were technological in nature, the ‘fix’ thinking had spread itself to social, economic, political,               

and environmental problems. 
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What we see today with the connectivity of devices and digitalization of everything, is an even stronger                 

version of this thinking. However, grand problems such as corruption, human trafficking, or unequal              

citizen rights, have too many different roots to be fixed easily. Considering most of these quick tech                 

solutions are engineered in the West before being implemented in developing countries, it is very likely                

that highly crucial facets are neglected. Techno anthropologist Linda Layne argues in her book “The               

Cultural Fix” that technologists lack a contextual understanding, and the humanitarians lack a technical              

understanding, often not communicating properly. This has lead to countless unsuccessful and sometimes             

even counterproductive apps or hackathons aimed at fragile groups such as refugees (Varagur, 2016;              

Latonero 2016). 

  

Luckily, groups of specialists have already come together to discuss bad implementation of technological              

development, and groups such as ‘The Critical Engineers’ have written that a member “considers any               

technology depended upon to be both a challenge and a threat… the greater the dependence on a                 

technology, the greater the need to study and expose its inner workings, regardless of ownership or legal                 

provision” (Oliver, Savicic, & Vasiliev, 2011). More so, the focus comes on the people using the                

technology, in an environment which often leaves out other choices for them.           

 

Analysis 

Part 1: Technological 
 

So far, more academic studies of blockchain technology have been inclined to focus on the performance                

and technical aspects with focus most intensively on topics such as security, performance and privacy               

benefits to current processes and through the means of crypto currency (see Wüst & Gervais, 2018 for                 

review). In fact, Yli-Huumo and colleagues (2016) found that based on all the research done, 80 percent                 

of the studies had a purely technological focus whereas less than 20 percent were interested in the                 
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business and otherwise application of the technology – although more than two years ago the tendency                

surely has only increased, since most of the money being invested comes from the financial sector.  

 

This is undoubtedly due to its status as a technology, and a novel of its kind. However, as described in the                     

introduction, Bitcoin was a result of collective efforts and merging of existing technologies, making the               

hype a little too narrowly focused on ‘blockchain’ as this one thing. In a conversation with IBM                 

blockchain consultant, Amy Butts, she stated how when working with clients, they have usually done               

their research, but are still struggling to gripple with the concept: “They often beg us to explain it to them                    

in child-proof language because everything they have been told has been too complicated”. This is               

because blockchain is only just emerging from the ‘peak’ of inflated expectations as per Gartner’s Hype                

Cycle graph (2018). At that point, just the mere word has been shuffled around such different points of                  

interest, and at such a quick speed, that it is covered in a layer of complex language no one can agree on.  

 

Figure 4: Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2018 
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Innovation  
As blockchain crawled out of the underground, its openness has invited groupings such as anarchists,               

bankers, and social startups to entrepreneurially tune around with the foundational base of the information               

infrastructure.  

 

Jabbar and Björn conclude from their research on blockchain’s information infrastructure growth, that the              

core entrepreneurial actions that have taken place are ‘circumvention’ and ‘engagement’, or put             

differently, the ‘why’ of the infrastructure (2017). Developers can engage openly through ever             

increasingly contributing code to GitHub, creating and editing implementation proposals, and working at             

activist startups with idealistic interests. While this is enabled by an evolving governance process, and               

contributes to progress, some degree of heterogeneous collaboration can lead to deadlocks: these in turn               

require circumvention. In contrast to other cases, where open-ended infrastructure can stifle innovation             

due to reverse synergy (Langhoff et al., 2016), blockchain’s openness has lent itself useful for a wide                 

audience (answering ‘why’ the infrastructure has to be a certain way). 

 

This also means big and small companies alike have been investing in the exploration of the technology.                 

Outlier Ventures (website) have been tracking corporate research and development, and have found more              

than 300 companies to have blockchain-development activity. Investment can also be measured both             

through blockchain-related patent applications from major companies such as Amazon and Boeing, and             

through strategic acquisitions of blockchain startups by AirBnB and Daimler. However, by far most              

efforts are still in the Proof of Concept stage, with no Fortune 500 companies having put BBSs into                  

production for commercial use.  

 

However, setting up a dedicated blockchain division is a costly and expertise-heavy task, one which               

smaller companies or NGO/NPOs cannot simply do: “even large companies can find it difficult to               

navigate the options or where to begin” (Sidsel Rytter, Deloitte), and thus using existing tools and                

platform-designs are a good starting point/testing ground. “It is important to have the technical              
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understanding, but it is equally important to do the business analytics work to map out the whole                 

process”. When Deloitte assists in projects, they always do small-scale pilots, with a few transactions, to                

prove the concept, and then negotiate whether to go into production (Appendix B) 

 

Architecture  
“[Blockchains] are distributed append-only data structures with a list of individuals authorized to add to               

it. Consensus protocols have been studied in distributed systems for more than 60 years. Append-only               

data structures have been similarly well covered. They’re blockchains in name only.” - Bruce Schneier,               

Security Technologists and Teacher at Harvard Kennedy School, WIRED, June 2019.  

 

The lens to study technological development should always be what is currently working well and what                

has the potential to be pushed (Irani et al, 2010). In order to consider whether or not a technology plays a                     

part it can be useful to evaluate the general purpose of implementation (Ibid., Greenspan, 2015). When it                 

comes to blockchain, there needs to be a requirement for scaling a shared database, and that this database                  

has to be appended by large number of non-trusted nodes. Then there needs to be a requirement that the                   

peers transacting through the data base (causing the need for appending) fully lack trust between them.                

Finally, as of now, storing large amounts of data on a blockchain is expensive as each node must hold a                    

copy of a block, and thus data with many verticals is not very useful: there is good reason BBSs are called                     

distributed ledgers and not distributed databases. Considering these basic requirements, traditional Client            

to Server bi-directional interactions appear to be outdated and unfit for comparison, but instead              

larger-scale networks of users across different platforms. For this purpose, using Cloud-based Computing             

is currently and potentially the most viable solution (Reyna et al. 2018).  

 

In accordance with research by Liao, Hung and Chen (2019) on the promising future for BBSs and                 

networks of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the results showed how the factor most influencing a benefit                 

from using blockchain was degree of decentralisation. When the encompassing architectural structure was             

closer to Fully Centralised, back-end business logic needed implementation in the Cloud. When moving              
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towards a higher level of decentralisation, the business-logic is switching to smart contracts, and off-chain               

links are minimized.  

 

The architectural design is different from case to case and starts with the data-layer; designating where it                 

is possible to enter data in relation to the blockchain, either via on-chain storage, or off-chain adding                 

either a pointer or utilising a distributed application for the purpose of mediation. This is followed by a                  

consideration of design: will it be public, private, or as consortium; which consensus mechanism is fastest                

and cheapest; what the structure for permissions is; how the data will be managed; and finally the overall                  

governance (peers, validators, nodes, users). Only once these aspects are covered is the feature /               

application level ready for enabling. Hyperledger Fabric, an existing tool box for open-source             

permissioned blockchain building, already has the feature-level integrated, and allows for deployment of             

smart contracts, services etc according to potential user needs (Androulaki et al. 2018).  

 

Figure 5. The different layers of the blockchain architecture.  

Source: Shermin Voshgmir (2019), asked for permission, in person, at TechFestival 08.09.2019.  
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Interoperability 
“You cannot compare the development of blockchain to anything that came before. Some people call it                

the new internet, but things such as HTTP were developed centrally, and over a long period of time.                  

Blockchain is too spread out, and develops too fast for any one framework to exist” - Sofie Blackstad,                  

Founder and CEO, HiveOnline, TechVelopment Conference, April 2019.  

 

The fundamental issue of blockchain, which has been the case for years now, is its inability to branch out,                   

and connect different networks in a secure way. What Vitalik Buterin coined “The scalability trilemma of                

blockchain” at DevCon3 in 2017, is the inability to have more than two of the three necessary                 

components for proper large-scale adoption: a) Security, b) Decentralisation, c) Scalability.  

 

While both a) and b) have seen great leaps in improvement, lack of development in c) has been holding                   

the others from having a full effect. Scalability refers to the “ability of the system to sustain performance                  

while growing and expanding” (Hileman, 2018, p. 73.), where performance is measured in transactions              

per second, and growth by increase in number of end users and nodes. Persistent issues circle around                 

verification and performance time of transactions, having a limit to throughput, and the continuous              

protection of security. Currently, VISA is able to handle 65,000+ transactions per second (Visa, 2018),               

while Bitcoin can handle 7 per second, with an average of 3.8 (blockchain.com), and Ethereum showing                

comparable stats (etherscan.io).  

 

This is an important issue because something as simple as a couple of hours long crowdfunding                

happening can take down the whole Ethererum network – something which could be categorized as a                

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack (Motherboard, 2017). Ethereum’s Casper protocol will allow for so called             

sharding, splitting the entire Ethereum network into manifold separate parts (or shards), and each would               

hold a unique set of transaction data and smart contracts whilst cryptographically being connected to the                

main network, proving its security, and solving issues of scalability.  
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There are, however, many solutions on their way, so-called third generation blockchains, which attempt to               

chain together separate chains, and describe themselves in ways like “empowering blockchain networks             

to work together under the protection of shared security” (Polkadot.network), or “Internet of Blockchains”              

(Cosmos.network). What these solutions offer is for companies to build their blockchain applications on              

top of the same underlying structure, and be able to transfer assets between each other. This can present                  

major solutions to the centralisation issue of private blockchains, and such offer a good alternative to the                 

overall issue of scaling on public blockchains.  

 

The multitude of opportunities which could arise from this cannot be understated: funding and cheap, fast,                

cash-based cross-border and cross-industry payments could experience a revolution. Actual          

interoperability would result in a huge scaling up of Ethereum-based functions, would lead to the               

possibility of public and private blockchain interconnection, and generally treat blockchains more like             

individual micro-services instead of building entire systems from the ground up every time a new               

operational function is developed.  

 

Maturity 

“It’s really easy to create a smart contract that manages millions of dollars. But there is a misfit between                   

the application and maturity — there is not enough data to verify that the work done by some little team                    

of developers is safe.” -- Gustav Arentoft, Head of Business Development Europe, MakerDAO,             

ETH/Web3 Community Townhall #3, Copenhagen, August 2019.  

 

By maturity in relation to blockchain is meant the measurable benefit from using the technology, and                

likeliness it can be used. To understand the status of blockchain maturity, it is therefore useful to look at                   

what the technology can do, and where it has a promise for mass adoption. Computer scientist and                 

researcher Sebastian Wurst (Medium, 2019) did an analysis of 145 recent enterprise blockchain-based             

project plans, and concluded that the major use case categories are payment, data sharing, and asset                
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tracking. Identity, cloud 2.0, micro payments, and creating new markets all take up below five percent.                

Based on combined reading (Hughes et al. 2019; Morkunas, Paxhen & Boon 2019).  

 

These categories can be summarized into two overarching ones: financial solutions and collaborative             

ecosystems. For financial solutions blockchain enables things such as payments between different entities             

(person, company, government), both in relation to and outside of banks; it allows for investment and                

trading, crowdfunding, and decentralised banking services; for asset tokenization, burrowing/lending, and           

finally micro payments. For collaborative ecosystems, the technology is being used to provide new ways               

for cloud services, software-defined networking, and decentralised networks; for organisational elements           

such as identity management, supply chain, collaboration platforms, and DAOs.  

 

Although potential in blockchain use-cases spans wide, the promise for mass-adoption is very low              

(Blockchain Benchmark Study, 2017), exactly because the landscape is so fragmented, with many             

different protocol specifications being built separately, for a small target group, in the safety of simple                

and safe environments. Today, barriers to adoption include poor value propositions, marginal benefits, or              

very early stages of technical implementation. Investors hugely favor so-called Base Layer Protocol             

investments, as this is where blockchain’s value has been proven (USV, 2019) slowing down the               

development of major applications. However, it is important to remember that the same openness of code                

that makes it easy to build any application on top, leads to fairer participation and less change of protocol                   

domination. 

Part 2: Political  
Ever since its conception in 2009, bitcoin has been highly political: an aim to cut out old political                  

authorities, decentralize governance, create new forms of being a citizen. However, with any growing              

system, the system starts gathering attention leading to increased political variation and disagreement.             

BBSs are now discussed across sectors and countries, and there is no unified lens to look at the                  

technology’s potential as a political tool. Political theorist, and UCL Blockchain researcher, Marcella             

Atzori, argued in her 2017 paper that “decentralization through algorithm-based consensus is an             
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organisational theory, not a stand-alone political theory”. Her conclusion follows a long analysis of              

political history and the necessity of a central state built on philosophical thought, morality and ethics, to                 

coordinate human activity.  

 

As we will also see in the Economic and Legal sections of this paper, blockchain technology allows for                  

new ways of organising group activity and thinking about decision-processes; two cornerstone elements             

of a political system which has been defined as ‘collective decisionmaking’ by Tsebelis (2002, p.17). As                

such, it fits in areas of political organisation, and there will inevitably be interactions with it. The open                  

nature makes it a possible tool for complete techno liberalism, where rational law rules, on one side, and                  

for perfect distribution of power and resources on the other side. Democratic practices, governance              

models, decentralized autonomous organisations, and regulation will define the direction.  

Democratic Practices 
“Democracy, as we know it, has no future” - David Runciman, Professor of Politics at Cambridge                

University, and author of ‘How Democracy Ends , page 5. 

 

There is a strong feeling in the Western world today that we are headed toward a new 1930s: the rise of                     

authoritarian ‘powermen’, the return of nationalism and fundamentalist ideals; the rejection of experts,             

and spread of fake news; the polarization of our society that politicians not only cannot stop, but feed into                   

– is history repeating itself? (Under the Skin, 2019). According to Prof. Runciman the answer is ‘no’.                 

Although trust in our democracy seems to keep dissipating, it is within a completely different political                

landscape than ever before.  

 

Firstly, democracy has become old, both in terms of its existence as an institution, and in terms of the                   

people representing it. This also reflects the general demographic change, with a medium age of above 40                 

compared to one of 25 a hundred years ago. Secondly, truly unsettling fascist movements have always                

been spearheaded by young men, and there are not many of them. To add, young people are actually                  

much more holistically critical than before, thanks to growing up in an information age (Ross, 2018).                
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They do not believe our system needs change; they can imagine entirely new systems. Finally, the new                 

generation does not trust politicians, because they are either ‘just’ people like themselves, with an,               

easy-to-obtain, university degree, or, to the new working class, part of ‘that group’ in society with a                 

university degree. Looking back will never give us true clues as to where democracy is headed, because it                  

is a frozen system unable to transform itself any more, and waiting to be replaced by something new                  

(How Democracy Ends, 2018).  

 

There are signs that BBSs are potentially offering alternatives to aspects of political organisation and               

participation, and this not only in regards to business administration but also to general governance               

(Shermin, 2017). Although all democracies have their shortcomings, the will and need of individuals to be                

heard today is at an all time high (Runciman, 2018), and for this cause the cheap and fast BBSs can offer                     

an entirely new infrastructure on which to base participation. BitNation goes one step further in offering                

coordination of government, assuming each citizen is a consumer of its services, paid for in sufficient                

taxes, and seeing government as a ‘public organisation’. As Atzori (2017) argued, a state is a much more                  

multilayered than simple coordination, and accountability-mechanisms (who is responsible) take long to            

establish, making it more likely that the nation-state will develop together with the technology rather than                

in any way be replaced by it.  

Governance models  
Governance refers to the structuring, up-keep, regulation, and accountability of the rules, actions, and              

norms of human interaction. It leads to the regulation of the decision-making processes required in               

solving problems collectively (Bevir, 2013). The rules are defined internally by the organisation and              

externally with collaboration, and the process of governing can affect things such as governments,              

markets, networks, and businesses, all at once, through power, law, or communication (Hufty, 2011). A               

classic issue in hierarchical governance structures, is the principal-agent dilemma, by which an agent              

(entity or person) has the power to decide for, or impact, a principal (another entity or person). In such                   

cases, the agent is likely to pursue self-interest, ignoring the well-being or wishes of any principal                

(Eisenhardt, 1989). Political philosophy comes to play as to what risks an agent can take when the cost is                   
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placed on the, often uninformed, principal. Examples include businesses and shareholders, and political             

elites and voters.  

 

 

Governance can be seen during decision-making processes: it is at near zero under a dictatorship, and at                 

its highest under complete decentralisation (Gandhi, 2008). When close to zero, it is concentrated, and               

one entity calls the shots. In contrast, in decentralised systems, governance structures are highly              

developed. These translate the will of spread-out participants into a decision. Traditional public             

governance functions as an intermediary, where representational management is elected through one layer             

of governance, and decisions are made through a second, centralised, layer (Ibid.). A governance process               

can be enacted through a vote, poll, influence given to someone, review group, and so on – broadly                  

speaking every interaction between people involved leading to an official decision. Success is measured              

in terms of ease of consensus, and the legitimacy of the process itself.  

 

For NGO work, certain governance mechanisms operate in their own realm: because the operations are               

always focused on the beneficiaries, the people, involvement of these in decision-making and -planning is               

usually part of the process. This is not to say that governments or for-profit businesses keep the people                  

affected by the rulings out of the picture, but NGOs and particularly those with a largely humanitarian                 

purpose are required to confirm the validity and credibility of their actions toward funding bodies               

(Piotrowicz & Cianciara, 2013). Beneficiary participation simultaneously affects NGO governance          

directly through feedback reporting, and indirectly through policy formation processes advisory (ibid.).  

 

Having such mechanism can be difficult for outsiders to understand, as the set-up and up-keep of them                 

can take many years, and require a lot of negotiations with no set conversational framework. What makes                 
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NGOs invaluable to policy development is their reach to the poorest, and people living in extremely rural                 

areas. By developing lasting communication-infrastructures based on support and feedback reporting,           

these connections are highly important for any entity who wants in, and their administration is very                

sensitive to disruptive meddling (ie. not respecting the formal and informal structures). In a way, these                

settings can be said to be highly decentralised, in that governance happens at various outposts, and it is                  

the task of each active unit to retain order and prevent corruption. It is blatantly obvious that reliable                  

record-keeping and sufficient involvement of parties are two cornerstone elements of governance that             

blockchain can aid in strengthening.  

DAOs 
In a decentralised autonomous organisation, DAO, (or DAC), the goal of the central authority is to be as                  

un-noticeable as possible, and to function as a governance process in itself: the process can be adjusted                 

according to its goal. A DAO is any organisation run entirely on smart contracts, all financial records and                  

pre-defined rules executed on a blockchain, with transparency at its core (Chohan, 2017). Each              

organisation can have its own governance structure depending on the goal and the philosophy of the                

group of members: something which in unimaginable for traditional organisations. Cost for each new              

member is low, they do not need to know each other, and anyone who contributes by the rules built on                    

foundational principles is rewarded.  

 

With sufficient governance mechanisms and processes, engagement could come from anyone in the             

organisation. In this way, the decisions are built on the morality of the entire organisation instead of from                  

just a number of people. This also implies that the governance is long term-focused: the DAO has in its                   

interest to keep the stakeholders aligned to the core principles, because without them the organisation               

does not exist. There are no rounds of leadership renewal or election, removing internal competition,               

focus on short term gains, and lack of mutual understanding (Giraux, 2019).  

 

However, as Atzori (2015) argues, politics and governance are much more than collecting votes, updating               

and synchronizing data, or making transactions happen through computation: it must contain ethics. As              
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Buterin wrote in 2014, “code developers tend to reduce any human organisation to a combination of                

property and protocol for groups of individuals”. If protocols and not human development is the final goal                 

of technology, then what we get are political institutions that are entirely devoid of humanity.  

 

The code of DAOs is notoriously difficult to change (Chohan, 2017), and even with formal verification                

will be prone to human error (Shermin, 2017). When error does show itself (the so-called unknown                

unknowns), it is up to the members to find a solution in unity – which has proven incredibly difficult                   

through the hard-fork of Ethereum during TheDao hack (DuPont, 2017). The idea of equal participation in                

decision-making was entirely challenged, leading ‘the shaker’ of the system to become an agent, and the                

token holders the principals. Another issue with voting is exemplified by the 2015-founded DApps              

ecosystem called BitShares: it did not succeed in gathering enough voter engagement, because the work               

required to understand every proposal was too much. Because of the important governance legitimization              

aspect, there needs to be a strong alignment between process and membership knowledge.  

Regulation 
With the self-governing, utilitarian nature of computational logic, it is not hard to understand that DAOs                

and other politically geared blockchain structures have faced legal indetermination. Due to no legal              

frameworks existing around algorithmically-driven enterprises, accountability is always an issue. In the            

US, this can be controlled to some degree, by registering within a general partnership structure rather than                 

as a business – but it would still equal all liability to the participants and not the actual code (Espeo,                    

2018). There are many initiatives underway to try and solve the regulatory issues, some virtual               

jurisdictions (Aragon), some standard legal entities organisations could belong to (Espeo). Some            

overarching politically-determined regulations exist (cross-country), but since there are no universal           

frameworks for BBSs (Treiblmaier & Beck, 2019), each blockchain is uniquely defined by its creators               

and employers, making it a case-by-case task of best practice.  
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Case: Enhancing Political Accountability in Sierra Leone  
Early 2018 the first ever blockchain-based democratic election was held in Sierra Leone. This took place                

in Freetown, the country’s capital and most densely populated surrounding area. After reaching the              

constitutional maximum time of serving, the president Ernest Bai Koroma stepped down, opening up the               

voting for the 16 candidates. Although the world has generally seen an increase in electoral standards the                 

past century, many developing countries are still subject to an underlying mistrust of transparency and               

accountability. The oversight and accessibility problems in Sierra Leone are manyfold, including issues of              

bad network connection, poor literacy, and electoral violence, an attempt to influence votes before or on                

the election day (explosives, gangs etc.) (UNOWAS, 2017).  

 

The solution was developed by Agora, a Swiss digital voting tech company, with votes firstly recorded                

manually before being put onto their permissioned blockchain. While the entries can be viewed by any                

registered system user, validation of entries have to be permitted by a system authority. The next step of                  

accountability for Sierra Leone will be using an outside entity for the control of authorization personnel                

(Chohan, 2018).  

Case 2: BitNation  
A whole host of factors make traditional digital identity sensitive to things such a fraud, error or corrupt                  

use, both when it comes to verification-processes and in later stages when ID is applied to already                 

authorized transactions (Hancock & Rhodes 2008). With the tendency globally being that countries are              

adopting digital identities as part of national identities, risk on the individual to protect their identity is                 

high especially in countries of increased governmental mistrust. In this case, a public blockchain can               

provide secure public storage, also enabling access-rights, meaning the subject (owner of the identity)              

rather than the provider of the identity (nation, other authority) can fully control the data through                

encryption.  
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In cases where a person can not provide the necessary documentation to receive a digital identity, such as                  

a birth certificate, blockchain solutions do exist. The idea is to create a web of trust such as the PGP                    

system (Pretty Good Privacy). On this system other people can ‘vouch’ for someone setting up their                

identity, and one such approach is Bitnation. The slogan is ‘Blockchains, not Borders’ and the idea is to                  

offer the same services as governments, but equally to anyone regardless of location, and through a                

decentralised authentication process (Tempelhof et al. 2017).  

 

The logic goes that institutional workings of a DAO are in many ways comparable to a nation state – from                    

identification to legislation to agents roles – as long as the DAO is flexible enough to allow for                  

hard-forking and decentralised arbiatration, meaning assigned entities decide in disputes (can be specific             

or at-random). Similar to public or permissionless blockchain networks, nation states also have a code,               

which is their constitution, which is public and open-source. The significant difference is that tokenized               

networks are self-enforcing.  

Part 3: Economic 
 

The world’s economic system relies on banks – both national and private – to keep the political and                  

corporate powers at play. Banks, and their associated fiat currencies, are what create the value, incentive,                

and structure for development and progress (Mayer, 1990). These are governed by the socio-economic              

systems they reside in, and these in turn are governed by economics as exerted by national and                 

international policy. Blockchain technology is being experimented with in several parts of this structure,              

with potential effects on market efficiency, governance, access, and collaboration.  

 

According to McKinsey’s 2018 Strategic Value of Blockchain analysis, the sector with the highest              

feasibility for successful use-case implementation is the financial. Within this one, it is ‘trade and               

supply-chain finance’ where the technology would have the largest impact, and ‘cross-border            

person-to-person payments’ which would have the highest feasibility. Further, it’s in the category of              
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‘Asset’ that will see most likely effects of impact; this meaning the value exchanged within the                

ecosystem, across other technologies, and by in-place standards.  

 

Financial services’ core functions are close to the functionality of blockchain: transfer and verification of               

financial information and assets. This is because, according to the same study, a blockchain              

transformation addresses two major needs: record keeping (static registry, identity, smart contracts) and             

transactions (dynamic registry, payment infrastructure, and other such as ICOs). Especially issues in             

cross-border payments and trade finance can be solved due to the lessened intermediaries and being               

geographic agnostic. Savings further down the line can be realised in capital markets post-trade settlement               

and in regulatory reporting. Tellingly so about 90 percent of major western banks (Europe, US, Canada),                

have been experimenting with different blockchain pilots for years (EuroFinance, 2018) and half of              

Chinese banks, both state and private, have already used blockchain within certain use cases (CEBNet               

Report 2017).  

 

Ultimately what financial services influence is the economy, and as institutional economists stress, new              

technologies involved in institutional change need to be very clearly defined: in which direction could               

blockchain technology be expected to push the economy? Generally speaking there are two economic              

lenses: one is the Schumpeterian view point of creative destruction or, as called today, innovation. In this                 

one, blockchain holds transformative power across many industries, and will contribute to a productivity              

growth that can be felt across society at large (Lipsey et al. 2005). The other is the Coasian view of                    

market optimization: an efficiation of the transaction between different entities (Catalini & Gans, 2016)              

This separation is in its essence about to which extent blockchain is interpreted as either contributing to                 

production technology or to exchange technology.  

 

Beyond this classic duality, a new perspective basing itself off of ‘smart ledgers’ such as Ethereum, is                 

taking foothold (Swanson 2014). In case Bitcoin can be described as a state machine, specialising in                

cryptographically secured transactions, Ethereum then adds a general scripting language with           

programmable functionality, creating a virtual machine from which state machine concepts can spur             
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(Buterin 2014). As Ethereum programming mother Jutta Steiner says herself, it is a Turing-complete zero               

trust platform (Unchained, episode 119) allowing its users to create and apply self-executing smart              

contracts, which can lead to decentralised applications, or DAPPs, and ultimately Distributed            

Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) (described in more detail in section X). In this way, the view on                

blockchain as a technology can expand to economics, namely its own system of economic coordination,               

existing as an institution with governance.  

 

The idea is that now it is no longer just the well-established mechanisms of firms, markers, commons,                 

governments, and relational contracts which coordinate the economic activity (money, law, rights,            

contracting, finance), but that Blockchain is now part of it. From an institutional perspective, economies               

include ‘social technologies’ – that is to say, technology can set rules for the organisation of people                 

(Nelson & Sampat, 2001). With social technology also follows that technological change is a change in                

the overall institutional functioning. So, although blockchain is most notably an information technology; a              

new way of storing public digital information; economically speaking, it appears to be a              

productivity-enhancing tool that reduces production costs and thus drives growth, yet often following an              

efficiation of transactions.  

Efficiency of Markets 

“You cannot do anything without collaborating with the banks. As an NGO or a startup you are not                  

allowed to hold money that you then give out, as that requires a banking license.” - Charlotte Rønje, CEO                   

of Jamii-Pay, interview (see Appendix A)  

 

It sometimes appears to be a misconception in general debate, also when dealing with some academic                

literature, that banking is one unified thing. Commercial banking is the structure in which money is stored                 

and transacted through; its customers are everyday people and organisations, and the banks have an               

interest in enabling the prosperity of its customer’s children, for they are future customers; they attempt to                 

add value to society by growing the economy. The investment banks operate by growing capital through                

reinvestment, taking money from rich people and feeding it into speculation; they extract value, and do                
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not worry about society’s overall functionality or ordinary people’s well-being in that process             

(Democracy Now!, 2015).  

 

The financial sector, lead by these investment banks, are cashing in fees here and there, from for example                  

every debit card transaction (EC, Debit Cards), through savings accounts and pension funds, and, not to                

mention, international payment. That more money goes to the debit card provider than to the actual coffee                 

bean farmers when one buys a coffee in an international chain such as Starbucks (Financial Times, June                 

2019), is fascinating at best. Using a blockchain based system instead, to transfer money therefore not                

only efficiates the process, but liberates the user from donating to the financial sector. Especially when it                 

comes to smaller payments, micropayments, a BBS makes it feasible that in future individuals, or               

communities, with scarce resources can reallocate fractional amounts as they want.  

 

Even though there is an increase in amount and types of digital payment solutions for people outside the                  

traditional financial structures, there is currently a limit to the useability of the currencies and tokens as                 

most can only interact with services from the same provider. Solutions to this do exist, such as Mojaloop,                  

an open-source interoperability platform for financial services built on Interledger, and supported by             

multiple foundations such as the Bill & Melinda Gates (Mojaloop, GitHub). It connects previously              

detached ledgers like crypto wallets, national payment systems, and company blockchains and allows for              

traceability of transactions in full accordance with regulatory needs and KYC standards, making it              

possible for blockchain-driven initiatives to interact with the financial sector seamlessly.  

 

Governance 
Due to the decentralised nature of a blockchain there exist some trade-offs in relation to the governance of                  

software updates. In a centralised system, an authority can not only decide on developing new software,                

but it can test it, publish it and promote it freely. In truly decentralised blockchain systems, a proposed                  

update has to receive full acceptance from its users, otherwise it will be rejected and the system                 

hard-forks. Currently, effectively all BBS initiatives within the financial sector are private, permissioned             
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and containing very few nodes, in some cases just one node running the validation network. Although this                 

leads to a mitigation of the stated issue of full acceptance, a computation-by-trust logic, and knowledge of                 

participating actors, there’s a risk of validators to conspire in changing the ledger.  

 

Permissioned networks furthermore have a challenge in ensuring the units who run the nodes do not limit                 

the market power: it is discussed to what extend a ‘consortium’ can be used to keep out unwanted                  

influence, but disapproving unwanted innovations which oppose the existing business models (Yermack,            

2017). Even though the software is usually open source for the establishment of consortiums, the               

opportunities arising from financial industry cases such as the R3 and the DTCC gravitate towards already                

existing settlement and reconciliation procedures (Casey et al. 2018) although with blockchain’s            

peer-to-peer functionality it would make more sense to make certain intermediary processes obsolete. A              

solution to this is more transparent and simplified membership processes.  

 

With more complex token-driven infrastructures, where tokens are made to represent not only assets but               

access rights (e.g. ownership, reward, use), the creation of such a right needs to consider all the possible                  

effects on the ecosystem: tokens can also be used for internal governance, by incentivizing good               

behaviour on the system with reward, or as Voshgmir (2019) calls it in her book ‘Token Economy’ ‘a                  

middle ground between communism and capitalism’ (p. 141) by which individuals are paid for actions               

that have a direct benefit on the community. Each such ‘community’ would need to identity the purpose                 

(what do they want to incentivize) and design a stuiable token.  

 

Partnerships 
The word “Humanitarian” holds differing value in store for the different actors working with it: a truly                 

humanitarian organization who has existed only in this field would have to be mindful of setting up                 

partnerships with private sector companies. Sandvik et al. argue that “humanitarian partnerships can often              

be a PR strategy, a way of acting out corporate social responsibility, and a commercial strategy with the                  

goal of penetrating access into markets with no prior entry points” (p. 12, 2014). 
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The strategic way some BC startups, or similar types of companies, with a humanitarian agenda can play                 

on their technological superiority and knowingly create IT infrastructures which neglect ethical            

considerations usually part of humanitarian work, and channel in on public sector collaboration to do               

system experimentations in settings which are sensitive to begin with. As a stark example of both these                 

tendencies, BitFury, the “full service Blockchain technology company” (bitfury.com), which has grown            

enormously due to its partnership with the Georgian government, is officially spearheading the new              

blockchain land registry platform. 

  

However, they have freely, or mistakenly, used the term “data center” when describing Georgia as a place                 

of work at the UN Blockchain event on November 9th 2017 in New York (Humanitarian Blockchain                

Summit). In fact, if one takes a closer look, BitFury hosts one of the largest and most secretive Bitcoin                   

mining pools in the world (Global Mining). As described earlier, mining pools are usually a cooperation                

of miners, sharing the reward of closing a block, but in case of BitFury, the pool is private and income                    

stays within the company. Being present in Georgia is of great benefit to them, giving them access to the                   

local renewable energy supplies, and having a profit exceeding multiple millions of US dollars per day. 

Accessibility  

Getting a loan from a bank requires having a bank account and credit score, both of which are contingent                   

on having an official identity and utilising that identity to register yourself. It is not a given that, because                   

it is possible, people would be incentivised to do so – most of the people who are unbanked have no way                     

to change their current status easily (World Bank, 2014), with most people reporting they do not have                 

enough money, and only 4% stating ‘not needed’ to be their only reason for not getting an account.                  

Although banks always strive for new customers, it is not worth the administrative cost for them to give                  

out very small loans, and they are therefore only interested in people with enough collateral.  

 

However, lending money to people without going through a bank is illegal, and so incentivizing the bank                 

to work with unidentified individuals is a real challenge. Where blockchain is in a partnership space                
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between credit card providers and governments. An example of one such is MONI, a Finnish startup                

which in the wake of the 2015 European refugee influx partnered with the Finnish government to let                 

refugees receive their monthly allowances on a debit card (eTradeforall, 2017). This card is linked to a                 

unique identity for each registered person, not requiring official papers for the creation of a bank account.                 

Having a MONI card unlocks the possibility of paying bills and getting access to credit through certain                 

financial partners.  

 

The identification issue is likewise being solved by self-sovereign identity (SSI) solutions pursued by              

large players such as the MIT Media Lab (Blockcerts) and Consensys. Blockcerts is an open-standard               

group of applications for issuing and verification of credentials which adopt principles of attestation              

controlled by the user at every step – even if the institution would go offline. As with other use cases, SSI                     

requires heightened involvement by the user, but as the Geneva Report points out, the underlying               

mentality is a step in the right direction for digital identities (issue 21, 2018).  

Case: The German Development Bank & TruBudget 
The following case demonstrates effective governance resolution, a good balance between privacy and             

transparency, a strong partner who understands the issue, and a very clear economic efficiency.  

 

As of the commitments to the Paris Declaration of Aid Effectiveness 2015 (OECD), risk management               

initiatives are lacking behind, and projects that are supposed to be funded by public and donor money are                  

still not handled in the most effective of ways. The German Development Bank (KFW), which was                

established after the World War Two with a goal to finance the regeneration of the German economy, has                  

been especially put under pressure to keep suit with the requirements of not only the Paris agreement, but                  

also commitments of being in the EU. The problem is many fold and is grounded in the interplay between                   

distinctive systems which are required to work together. These partner systems falter at three levels: the                

level of support, at budgeting, and at expenditure. As a bank, KFW also has to handle the interaction                  

between donor support and a public budget pool, and this happens in parallel to some donor support                 

money going directly to project budgets, being run on a separate system. All this results in errors of                  
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coordination, high transaction costs, lessened impact, and above all, the voiding of the Principle of               

Subsidiarity and Proportionality, laid down in the Maastricht Treaty to the European Union (discussed in               

the final section, Legal). 

  

At the TechVelopment conference on May 2nd of the Danish Foreign Ministry, the Head of TruBudget                

TaskForce at KFW, Piet Kleffman, explained the usefulness of blockchain in mitigating such risks: “Lots               

of information goes across different systems, and there needs to be one shared platform, as the                

communication between them is not good.” He further explained that no government would ever make               

use of a cloud based system, as it would mean handing all its data over to companies such as Microsoft or                     

Google. With TruBudget, a blockchain-based workflow tool, KWL can collaborate with partners on one              

platform. Information can be amended by each party, and everyone can see which transactions have gone                

through and when. It requires for each party to accept the control of a node on their server, and the system                     

has actors from across different humanitarian organizations including global initiatives such as GAVI             

(vaccination support), UK Aid, and the Amazon Fund. The workflow can be co-created between partner               

units, be these organizations or states, and the design set up to meet the specific project needs, or to                   

replace whole systems (KFW, TruBudget). 

  

Figure 6: The Challenge of Communication and Data Among Partner Systems 

Source: TruBudgets online presentation (by permission of Project Director Piet Kleffmann, Kfw) 
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Part 4: Social 
“We believe that if you give money directly to the people, in their local context, they will know what to                    

do with it.” – Joe Waltman, Executive Director, BitGive, Unchained Podcast ep. 94, Nov. 2018 

  

As this thesis explores applicability of blockchain-based systems for social work, the whole context is               

social in itself. What this section will instead focus on is how this context benefits the individual; how it is                    

actually social. There is a tendency to forget that these so called beneficiaries are living, breathing people,                 

who are covered by the same human rights as ourselves, and who beyond that also have a need for dignity                    

and autonomy. It can be easy to think in terms of quick fixes, and certain players have a stake in deeming                     

solutions efficient – it is therefore crucial to look into in whose favor the social environment is set up.  
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A research review by Larios-Hernandez and Ortiz-de-Zarate-Bejar (2019) suggested that blockchain           

initiatives trying to help bring financial support from a place of affluence to people in poorer conditions                 

by connecting them to apps and other forms of technical solutions often struggle to gain user’s trust. They                  

suggest this is due to the fact that the creators and implementers of the technology fail to account for all                    

factors leading to a benefit, as the contexts are hugely different, and negotiations largely happen through                

informal structures. In other words, the social environment consists of everything that enables and              

intermediates the communication and exchange between people. This enablement and communication is            

driven by norms, culture, demographics, infrastructure, and so on.  

 

Norms  
It is vital to consider what the norms for ‘social’ and ‘good’ are today. In western philosophy, there has                   

for thousands of years been a distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic good (Smith, 1948). The simplest                

explanation is that intrinsic good is good in its own right, whereas extrinsic good is the enactment of                  

intrinsic but not being good for its own sake, but because it springs back to intrinsic (add analysis from                   

Frankena, 1973). However, opponents such as George Moore (1903) entirely dispute the idea of intrinsic               

good; he rather focuses on the consequences of perspective, and that the view of certain outcomes can be                  

weighted against alternate options as better.  

 

A large part of the literature surrounding information and communication technologies (ICTs) focuses on              

clearly defining the meaning of ‘better’ and how it is measured, including its overall impact on society                 

(Martin & Freeman, 2004), and the influence of technology of virtual interactions (Benkler &              

Nissenbaum, 2006). In an analysis, the frame keeps distinct the impact on both the local and the systems                  

level, and the difference between process and content are made clear (Taddeo & Vaccaro, 2011). Overall,                

it can be concluded that the ‘ethics’ behind a technology are an investigation of how their functionality                 

empower new activities and are beneficial for the subject at hand.  
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Having myself been in the blockchain space since mid-2017, following the developments not only from               

the sidelines, but through the organisation CryptoWomen CPH, which I co-founded, it is clear that the                

technology has positive benefits, and I therefore abstain from a level of analysis of intrinsic versus                

extrinsic goodness. Instead, the verdict is on the decisions made by the creators, developers, distributors,               

and users of the systems, in direct relation to their influence on the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development                 

Goals (SDGs) and their 169 targets. These were adapted by all 193 UN Members in 2015, and are today                   

the framework for most of the world’s large companies, and governments with which good development               

progress is measured (oxfam, 2018). To focus on a single application or specific applicability of the                

technology is to not fully grasp its significance and ethical issues on a global level.  

 

Although the SDGs have admittedly been incorporated far and wide, often with institutional oversight              

such as a committee with a cabinet member, it can be hard to judge how much they lead to change or are                      

used as justification for work done. A large report in the World Development journal showed the                

Ecuadorian government had challenged in on two goals, and exclusively worked on these – when other                

factors had then improved, the conclusion became the SDGs had also guided those (Horn & Grugel,                

2018). However, for the sake of my investigation, the SDGs serve as the currently most validated set of                  

guidelines for doing social good, since they have been designed in an interrelated manner, affecting each                

other, and thus being relevant globally.  

 

Demographics 
“All the scientists and technologists should work in the appropriate region, specifically the rural              

technologies, to transform Indian rural sector” - A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, former President of India and                 

aerospace scientist, 20th of February 2015 

 

Although the tendency in the West since the industrial revolution has been a population move from                

countryside to city, some highly populous countries are still more than 50 percent rural. According to UN                 

projections, India will only tip over to mostly urban in 2046, and there are thus many million people in                   
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this world who do not live in preconceived modern infrastructures (OWID, 2018). Rural citizens have               

lessened access to supply chains in part due to lack of financial services. Even though technologies                

including blockchain have been utilised in solving these issues, for the 190 million unbanked people in                

India (World Bank, 2017) the applications targeted at them have only had marginal adoption (NAFIS,               

2017). This is due to a lack of understanding of the unique demographic needs, and developers often do                  

not have true access to the local ecosystem to understand these (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2019).  

 

Adoption is a difficult process, and even though thoroughly studied in IS literature (Venkatesh, Thong, &                

Xy, 2016), it is contrastingly poorly understood for blockchain. This is due to blockchain adoption being                

mainly studied in relation to professionals (Queiroz & Wamba, 2019). This lack of research and reporting                

for general purposes i.e not for the development of a single solution, goes beyond rural India, as it extends                   

to other under-studied populations such as refugees. To tackle the issue, research should focus on the four                 

adoptions barriers:  

  

(Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2019). have identified four Key Challenges to financial inclusion for rural citizens               

in India:  
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Remittances 
According to a technical report by The World Bank, the largest source of money going from the                 

developed world to the developing world is not aid but rather remittances (KNOMAD 2019). These are                

money transfers happening from a migrated person back to their country of origin, typically to a family                 

member. For 2018, the amount sent as remittances to low- and middle-income countries hit a record high,                 

529 billion USD, a 9.7 percent increase from the 483 billion in 2017, and three times the amount of                   

official aid circulation (Ibid.). The top remittance receiving countries were india with 79 billion USD and                

China with 67 billion. Channels for sending are mostly banks and post offices. The greatest remittance                

pathway is USA to Mexico, and the highest cost share is Sub-Saharan Africa and the Pacific Islands with                  

about 10 percent, and a global average of 7 percent (WB Remittance Price), still rather high compared to                  

the 3 percent target set by the SDGs.  

 

Fittingly, remittances have been paid increasing attention from both humanitarians and startups. During             

chaotic times following a disaster, remittances have been known to halt, and this unsurprisingly hits               

hardest the most vulnerable, elderly and the very poor (Savage & Harvey, 2007). Helping restore               

remittance flow is therefore a highly effective way of damage control following a crisis. Evidence               

suggests that the amounts likewise increase right after a disaster, but usually for a very short moment                 

followed by a sharp decrease, since the financial situation of the sender is not one of great flexibility                  

(Bragg et al. 2018). This suggests a very sensitive balance, and intermediaries should probably not push                

for too much remittance and aid collaboration (Ibid.). Likewise, a study in Samoa discovered how average                

middle and higher income level recipients had better access after a cyclone (Le De et al., 2015), adding to                   

the notion that relying on remittances during relief might increase inequality.  

 

Not surprisingly the greatest winners are the intermediaries, whose income can equate large parts of GDP:                

in 2018, over 30 countries had more than 10% of GDP comprised of remittances (MPI). Western Union,                 

one of the biggest money transfer service companies, had a revenue of 5.5 billion in 2017, and has since                   

2015 been exploring blockchain solutions, one of which launched this year offering users to receive               
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money directly on a mobile wallet (cryptopolitan, 2019). This comes after years of much-cited              

exclamation of imminent doom for such companies, made by prominent blockchain investors and creators              

everywhere. Even still, Western Union has taken a rather sceptical position towards Bitcoin and              

cryptocurrencies (WU Blog, 2017), mimicking some larger banks: “For us to move into cryptocurrency,              

we would have to cooperate with regulators or be a part of the regulation structure over cryptocurrency. I                  

do think we as a company would not be operating in cryptocurrency until it became regulated, and there                  

would be a need for regulation over cross-border movement or a cross-border compliance structure.”              

(Ibid., David Thompson, CTO of WU).  

Identity 
For the first time in history legal identity for every person has become an official global goal: 16.9 “[b]y                   

2030 [all nation states must] provide legal identity for all, including birth registration” (SDG Target               

16.9, with 7 sub-targets). 

 

The birth of the Internet protocol did not contain a level of personal identification, only for registration of                  

machines. The utopian thought of the early cyber-anarchists was that identification was no longer needed,               

and that existing on the internet would be like living in a parallel universe with no governmental                 

restrictions (regulations) or surveillance. What has in reality happened is that the internet has become the                

most regulated space for social and commercial activity (Ehrlich, 2014), with identification being handed              

over to the websites and apps which store people’s usernames, passwords, and other associated data. This                

results in people’s identities being fragmented across tens of thousands of locations with no way of                

gaining any real control over them. Moreover, the scattered infrastructure has led to poor user design,                

vulnerability to hacks, and economic wastefulness (Jurgenson, 2010). A mentality of ‘more data is better’               

has persisted in order to satisfy the business, making the user merely a cog in the machine, with little say. 

 

Blockchain technology allows for an alternative to this situation, namely through the Self-sovereign             

identity (SSI) model. Being part of an SSI network allows individuals to have their own profile, deciding                 

at each transactional point which information they wish to disclose, and how open the information should                
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be. In the case of someone purchasing alcohol, the teller needs to make sure the buyer is above 18 years,                    

but is not actually required to see the precise age. This is made possible through zero-knowledge proof                 

cryptography features, and each user can have separate profiles for different agencies and institutions. It               

not only allows for user-control, but also for compensation by, say, research groups who want to access                 

demographic data. 

 

It is, however, important to distinguish between a full legal identity which gives rights and is founded on                  

duties for achievement, such as citizenship (Sullivan & Burger, 2019), and a transactional identity which               

simply requires registration. The person then becomes a transactional entity and is dealt with as such, and                 

although this may seem as ‘incomplete’ in relation to a full legal character, in fields such as computer                  

science the idea that digital information has function as well as meaning is a fully legitimate  

Case: The World Food Programme in Jordan 
Following a speech of Houman Haddad, the financial officer for The World Food Programme, at the                

DevCom3 conference in 2017 (Building Blocks, Day 2 Stream, 2017), I was able to build a case around                  

the implementation of a blockchain based system (Ethereum) in Jordan. The WFP has for the previous                

couple of years been using cash-based programming in the field, and Haddad strongly points to the central                 

element of increased dignity for the beneficiaries: it allows them to make their own buying decisions. The                 

pilot in Pakistan off which the project was launched, also showed an organic multiplier effect in the local                  

economy. The project, called Building Blocks, runs on a private, permissioned blockchain using the              

Parity Ethereum client with a Proof-of-Authority (PoA) consensus algorithm.  

 

Usually, for the WFP to do interventions of this kind, it needs to collaborate with banks, mobile money                  

businesses, and other financial intermediaries, and the following describes these proceedings:  

 

“At the beginning of a month the WFP will send the bank a list of the beneficiaries and details of how                     

much each beneficiary gets. The bank will then create accounts for the beneficiaries and log these details.                 

WFP has to advance money to the bank usually a month in advance. The bank then contacts beneficiaries                  
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and says here are your entitlements. Beneficiary goes to a store and initiates a transaction. The store pings                  

the bank for authorisation, bank checks their account – if there's enough entitlement they ping back to the                  

store and authorise. Bank will then periodically transfer the money owed to the store. At the end of the                   

month, WFP gets a report from the bank saying this is what happened." |Houman Haddad, DevCon3 

 

The issues with this process can be summarized as follows:  

- Cost: fees of the banks, some of which are very high (30%) 
- Risk: transacting through a bank lays bare the chances of fraudulence (such as the blackmailing of                

recipients for release of money), or bankruptcy.  
- Privacy: the names of recipients have to be shared with some of the intermediating actors, such as                 

the banks.  
- Reconciliation: each month the WFP receives a report which workers then have to go through and                

verify. Obvious pay-offs are time and inaccuracy.  
- Control: when changes to the list are required, it leads to all parties having to be informed,                 

leading to more time consuming and costly administration.  
- Speed: everything just mentioned takes time, and can not be optimized.  
- Flexibility: the WFT could not incorporate a mix of services from the intermediaries, as these               

with cause interoperability problems. 
 

The following two figures show how the operations were before the WFP replaced the local bank in                 

handling all the transactions:  

 

Figure 7: Financial Intermediaries Issues,  H. Haddad, DevCon3. 2017 
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Figure 8: WFP Building Blocks Setup, H. Haddad, DevCon3. 2017 

 

 

The new setup? An exact copy of the previous flow of payment, this time however with an immutable,                  

dependable record-keeping system in place of the bank. This way the WFP was able to halt advance                 

payments, keep the recipient lists, and control the flow of transactions. The main cost reduction, Haddad                

says, comes from decreased accounting expenses: at the end of every month, the agency settles the debt                 

with the store directly through its global banking accounts with fiat money, where the payments are                

inexpensive and correspond to only 2% of the overall charge. The plan is that in future, fiat payments will                   

be replaced by crypto, and lower the charge to zero percent. In addition, the idea is to create a shared UN                     

platform which includes other relevant UN agencies, and together with the local health and educational               

services offer a more encompassing experience for the beneficiaries, giving them an overarching identity              

to interact with. Haddad points to the benefits of using the private blockchain for now, but that the UN                   

hopes to move toward using a public blockchain when security and scalability issues have been               

overcome.  

 

To add, identity management is what Haddad points to as the weakest link in creating a more unified                  

system which can handle blockchain-based money transferring. For this particular case, the WFP made              

use of the already developed biometric verification system developed for the UNHCR, utilizing irises              
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from Syrian beneficiaries in the Zaatari refugee camp (WFP News, 2016). As of now, the WFP still keeps                  

the transaction information of each person in an organisational private permissioned blockchain. This             

leaves the system vulnerable to failures, hacking, and corrupted administration – it would take a               

decentralised model in order for beneficiaries to have SSI, leading to people no longer needing permission                

to act from a highly central unit such as the WFP.  

 

As of 2019, the last year the Building Blocks project has served more than 100,000 refugees and resulted                  

in the UN having saved 40,000 USD every month, and by now the total amount of USD delivered through                   

the blockchain is in the tens of millions (Parity, 2019). 

 

Part 5: Environmental 

 

“When you read about the current environmental issues, it makes you want to drop everything you are                 

doing and just rally for that full time. Every other type of social effort seems secondary right now.” - My                    

friend, Janna Jung, McKinsey Consultant, and treasurer of the activist environmental initiative “Rehab             

Republic”, March 2019.  

 

What is meant with environment is all that which allows us to exist on this planet. Issues with the                   

environment, such as a rise in temperature due to heightened levels of green-house gasses, affect nature                

and thus millions of people's livelihood and well-being globally. Even the current climate change denying               

US presidency under Trump has released a large report showcasing the detrimental effects climate change               

will have on the country’s economy (NCA 2018). It is therefore both in the interest of governments and                  

businesses to help steer the future into safer hands – Energy, Circular Economy, Logistics, and Norms                

being areas which predict whether blockchain could have an impact.  
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Energy 
Due to undeniable effects on the global climate and natural environment (Le Treut et al., 2007 for large                  

overview), and because of better financial sustainability, the energy sector is facing large-scale             

restructuring accelerated by new technology and changes in socio-economic development. The evolution            

is from very centralised traditional gas and oil power supply, to more distributed forms of renewable                

energy such as wind, sun, and water. This new source of energy supply has not only become more                  

complicated but likewise unpredictable, since large-quantity energy storage is not yet possible (Jacobson             

et al. 2017). To add, new digital measurement roll out is happening country-by country, by which smart                 

meter gateway tethered devices are replacing old ones, enabling a more connected infrastructure with              

bidirectional flow of data and energy (ibid.).  

 

The use case of blockchain technologies for handling the major changes in energy management are               

evident in all stages of the value chain of measurement and decentralisation. The most promising modes                

for doing so are through incentivization and tracking. According to Stanford Graduate School of Business               

2018 report on ‘Successful Social Impact Blockchain Organisations’, the use cases in this area are very                

varied, ranging from rewarding the production of solar power, to creating local microgrids. Digitalisation              

and decentralisation are increasingly putting the users into focus, as there is an increased interaction               

happening between different companies and households.  

 

From a meta-scale point of view, it is interesting to which extent blockchain can influence the economy                 

by increasing maximizing network use and optimizing the allocation of interchangeable players across             

networks. This is made possible by blockchain’s ability to make even very small transactions financially               

viable, leading to an incredible degree of freedom for things such as energy provision control, direct                

trading of electricity or shared investment (Treiblmaier & Beck, 2019). Finally, new trends in consumer               

behaviour, and participation in environmental activism are likewise part of the overall paradigm change.  
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There is a clear decrease in amount of and ease of penetration into traditional energy market roles, and so                   

emerging companies need to channel their efforts otherplace. Although smaller initiatives are not known              

to change the course of an entire economy, recent research suggests that particularly the ICT sector is                 

easily penetrable, since companies only use less than two percent of net earnings on R&D in this area                  

(European Commission, 2017). Further, the energy market is an area with great influence opportunity for               

external agents of any size: according to a study by Edelmann (2014), competition in the energy market is                  

specifically in Smart Home, Customer Relations, Data Management, Grid Distribution, and Energy            

Generation itself.  

Circular Economy 
The sustainability issues faced globally are very much exacerbated by the underlying economic structures,              

for how does a world which has been built on one assumption switch to another? Old economic models                  

are proving to be overly simplistic: assuming the economy to be a push and pull for equilibrium, a linear                   

model which is somehow separate from any outside influence (the real world), with people who are                

rational, well-informed, and always maximising their own “utility” (Sunstein, 2013). Although a lot of              

new cross-discipline research has shown these ideas to be faulty (ibid.), so far they have only served as an                   

illustration of how far away a new economic paradigm still is.  

 

Today’s economic system is flawed in such a way that it creates systematic failures called market                

externalities, which cannot be solely controlled by policymaking and regulatory bodies, especially since             

these are still largely focused nationally (Shermin 2019). The best global efforts that do exist are the Paris                  

and Kyoto Agreements but even they fall short of expectations as countries simply operate very               

differently. The question then becomes: how can ICT and particularly blockchain aid the measurement,              

automation, incentivization, pricing, and exposure of such externalities? Indeed, decentralisation and a            

more circular form of economy, by which behaviour is geared towards re-use and renewal, do go hand in                  

hand.  
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One approach in tune with circular economy is including externalities in the economy and making them                

tradeable – and here blockchain allows for the reliable quantification, tracking, valuing, and trading.              

Further, this process does not require governance bodies such as central banks. These externalities could               

be negative things such as CO2 emissions, or positive ones such as community service, and be measured                 

through sensory networks both in public machine sensors and human sensor networks on mobile phones.               

Once measured, the streams of data between different layers could be represented as cryptocurrencies,              

with artificial intelligence recommending most optimal behaviour for the user. These systems will have to               

be guarded by communities, who create their own local economic policies, so-called crypto-economics.  

 

Currently this idea is very small-scale, with crypto-driven incentive schemes such as ‘solarcoin’, which              

rewards solar energy generation with digital tokens. More complex examples include Steemit, which is              

using multi-coin crypto-economic mechanisms to reward ts content providers through three different            

tokens and types of user accounts. This is going to show that crypto in these cases goes further than                   

simply mimicking the use of fiat money, and can exist in a multi-layered self-governing system. Many                

versions of such DApps (Decentralised Applications) are being experimented with, and with            

inter-blockchain operability, the move towards a ‘token economy’ where different DApps can share             

tokens appears viable.  

Logistics  
This factor has been considered because it is one in which the vertical of pollution and solution are closest                   

linked for blockchain resources (Würst & Gervais, 2018). There are aspects of BBSs which work in                

tandem with supply chain management: One is the decentralisation of databases, but not as seen with                

public blockchains since these require heavy energy use and stand in contrast to principles of               

sustainability (Mougayar 2016). In a private or permissioned BBS, the rules for adding and updating               

transactions are run internally, and offer flexibility and ease of use.  

 

Another is the security, where security is improved by the decentralised nature, but the trust in the                 

validator who approves recording and tracing of information is vital (Hileman & Rauchs 2017). However,               
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the open examination allows more players to validate data streams, which lowers dishonest behaviour and               

manipulation, and the common threat of single-point of failure is removed (Ølnes, Ubacht & Janssen               

2017). The strongest leverage of a blockchain protocol for security is the cryptographic hashing allowing               

for time-stamping which is an important part of logistical processes such as lead time, issues with                

disappearance, delivery, and so on. Timestamps are also a large part of traceability and transparency.  

 

Transparency in supply chains, per se, allows for fairer and easier access to data, and with blockchain a                  

complete network transaction history can be made visible, bettering auditing and tracing (Underwood             

2016). Removing intermediaries is beneficial for supply chain efficiency and risk (Nofer et al. 2017).               

Finally, the immutability of the record system provides reliability outward, but with a private blockchain               

has to be based on informing network players according to predefined agreements (Hileman & Rauchs               

2017). 

 

In their substantial review research, Kouhizadeh and Sarkis (2018) analyse the potential of blockchain              

greenifying supply chains, and they identify five general ways in which this is possible; upstream               

vendor/supplier manager concerns (selection and development), upstream purchasing (inbound logistics),          

internal operations and production, downstream activities (green marketing, distribution), reverse logistics           

(recycle, reuse, reclaim). Overall, they conclude that blockchain technology no doubt has benefits, but              

that these might be incremental and not revolutionary.  

 

Norms 
With the first atomic bomb successfully tested in 1945, the world entered into The Anthropocene Era,                

also called the Human Epoch (Ellis, 2008). Some state its beginning can be traced back to the agricultural                  

revolution, but the official definition is that humanity as a species now has an impact on earth and its                   

climate on par with major geological forces such as ice ages or solar flares (Ibid.). Whichever the                 

definition, our awareness of environmental impact is measurably rising in the West: the largest ever report                
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on opinion of climate change showed a significant rise in belief over the last years (Yale 2018), supported                  

by the fact that less than 15 percent of people thought there was nothing to be done about it.  

 

Social norms are some of the most powerful influences on behaviour, and pro-environmental ones have               

definitely been increasing (Farrow, Golleau & Ibanez, 2017), with a little under half of North Americans                

saying they feel urged to take action against global warming by their friends and family (Yale 2018).                 

Coupled with an increased trust in technology and government e-services (Lee et al. 2011), there is no                 

reason to believe solutions backed by blockchain would not be used for sustainability purposes,              

particularly as most BBSs are entirely back-end anyway.  

Case: Water management in California, The Freshwater Trust and IBM 
 

IBM is no small player in the blockchain-based playingfield, particularly when it comes to successful               

implementation beyond the pilot stage: their technological innovations have been part of projects ranging              

catelogization and tracking of ethically extracted minerals (IBM Cobalt 2019) and monitoring of food              

provenance on an ecosystem scale (IBM Food Trust). In 2018 IBM went into a partnership with The                 

Freshwater Trust (TFT), a non-profit foundation specialised in restoring and protecting freshwater            

ecosystems; Colorado at Boulder University; and an inexpensive satellite sensor producer named            

SweetSense Inc., in order to couple blockchain and IoT functionalities to create an overview of               

groundwater administration of the river Delta in Sacramento, California. Specialists in the field deem the               

river to be the hydraulic centerpoint of the entire state, and it is one of Northern America’s biggest and                   

most fragile sources of fresh groundwater (Larson, 2019).  

 

Due to its sheer size, and because the state of California has been suffering great droughts, some with                  

over three billion USD in agricultural damage yearly (Lund et al. 2018), the use of the infrastructure has                  

been alarmingly unsustainable. In 2014, the US-state ordered Sustainable Groundwater Management Act            

(SGMA) offered community-organised groups to form agencies for the monitoring of the supply and              

management of water, to achieve the sustainability goals set by the act.  
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The solution developed is based on IoT sensors which measure the use of the water in an immediate way,                   

sending the data of extractions to the installed satellites after which it is transmitted to the IBM cloud and                   

into the blockchain platform. Currently being implemented are smart contracts which make possible the              

automation of transaction execution between parties. This is happening on top of the online dashboard               

which allows for full transparency for all agricultural, financial and governmental actors involved, and              

enables the balancing out of supply according to requirement through purchasable demand-shares. In             

other words, each user has a cap on use, but if they need more water, they can pay others to get theirs.  

 

In classic economics style, the element of the blockchain platform makes it possible for market               

mechanisms to work more efficiently (as per Efficiency of Markets) by lowering information asymmetries              

between players, making it both environmentally and economically beneficial. This form of localised             

governance powered by full transparency of operations can easily be replicated in other             

environmental-policy driven scenarios (Chohan, 2019).  

Part 6: Legal  
“Nothing with blockchain could work if we did not keep the legal considerations in the foreground” -                 

Amy Butts, Blockchain and Digital Strategy Consultant, IBM Client Innovation Center, May 2019 

 

When consultants such as Amy work with big clients from all industries, they cannot afford to make                 

mistakes of any kind, particularly not legal ones. “IBM has such a big focus on security, and following                  

regulations, that there is no way we would not also work with that when guiding our clients towards a                   

solution.” Blockchain is not a singular entity, and the openness and variation of projects allows for an                 

adaptability to regulator’s requirements. It is true that law and policy makers are often two steps behind                 

technological developments, but when they do catch up, technology is forced to adapt. 

 

With BBSs the question becomes: how can a decentralised technology be regulated by a centralised               

institution? The answer is of course quite complex as regulation does not necessarily happen across all                
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layers of the technical structure at once. These layers are: Infrastructure (internet), Network, Governance,              

and Asset (Blockchain), and Relations (Applications) (Shermin, 2017). Sometimes regulation happens           

horizontally across a layer, something very much frowned upon by the developer community (Reddit,              

2019). Alternatively, aspects of certain layers (eg. one application), can become regulated vertically (not              

affecting similar applications). The vertical line is drawn between the intermediary services within an              

ecosystem on the one hand, and the sectors in which they operate on the other: in other words, although                   

the same service is provided to two industries, its legal use can differ between the (GLI Report, 2019).                  

Horizontal regulation is also more compatible with an increasing amount of transactions happening             

off-chain, on centrally operated databases such as wallets and payment company servers (Ibid.)  

 

EUs General Data Protection Regulation 
“It is much easier for me to understand ‘tech logic’ than for [technologists] to understand legal logic” -                  

Martin von Haller Grønbæk, Fintech Legal Expert, Bird & Bird, Ethereum Town Hall #1, March 2019 

 

In early 2018 I met researcher Michele Finck of the Max Planck Institute for Innovation and Competition                 

for a lunch in Munich right after the publication of her paper ‘Blockchains and Data Protection in the                  

EU’. Michele is a lawyer by training, and fell into blockchain due to it being underexplored in relation to                   

the GDPR, which was coming into effect May 2018. “I was the first to really start compiling the                  

information. At first I didn’t know enough, and it was hard to have an overview, but it was easy to talk to                      

people in the community, and everyone was interested in helping me out in reaching a conclusion.”  

 

Because the GDPR is a horizontal regulation, it did not take into account differences in customer                

registration, and some blockchain services with insufficient Anti-Money-Laundering (AML) processes          

were shut down. This also accounted for Parity Technology’s ICO Passport Service (PICOPS) which was               

shut down two days after GDPR enforcement (PICOPS, 2019) The service was actually assisting              

companies in detecting whether or not the owner of any given Ehtereum wallet had passed a AML check                  
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in vis-a-vis geographic location and a criminal watchlist. This removed a very effective service from the                

market, and no substitute has been able to make it since then.  

 

There’s no doubt that the GDPR is the frontrunner of multistate-ordered data regulation, being the first                

and largest of its kind (Forbes, 2018), and that at its core it seeks to regulate platform domination over                   

individual rights. The Article 29 Working Party, which later morphed into the European Data Protection               

Board, considers the primary aim of data control to be ‘enhancing individuals control over their personal                

data, and making sure they play an active part in the data ecosystem’ (WP, Article 29). It is important to                    

point out that the notion of ‘control’ or ‘portability’ of data has not been settled anywhere in GDPR                  

discussions, and thus the aim is to increase control, not to grant full control to individuals (Finck, 2018).  

 

As Michele Finck concludes, blockchains are ‘authenticity solutions’ which do not, without any             

additional mechanisms, provide a guarantee of full privacy: blockchains, particularly private ones, can             

still reveal all data stored. To add, the new regulation is extremely lenient on anonymisation of personal                 

data, with irreversibility of identification not allowed under ‘The Right to be Forgotten’ (Article 17). On a                 

blockchain, even if personal data is stored in an encrypted format, the correct key can still access it.                  

Encrypted data can also be linked back to the individuals under off-chain good transactions, or when                

converting crypto to fiat (Wirth & Kolain, 2018). The categorization of such data is therefore a                

‘pseudonymisation’ and should be treated as such under EU Law.  

 

However, there are technical solutions underway, such as obfuscation (Buterin, 2018); and some are              

already being deployed, such as storing personal data off-chain and linking it back to the blockchain                

through hash pointers (Van Humbeeck, 2017). This then leads to a multitude of still unanswered questions                

such as who owns the off-chain data, how the data is then encrypted, and how access is granted and                   

controlled. In January 2019, the EU Commission put a call out for a funded study on the legal regulatory                   

aspects of ‘blockchain-inspired technologies’ and their potential socio-economic effects, herunder also for            

NGO-related work (ec.europa.eu 2019). The study is now co-run by Spark Legal Network and Datarella,               

an enterprise BC provider, and one of the credited developers behind the WFP building blocks project.  
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Human Rights Protection 
With Europe being under criticism in recent years for lacking competitiveness in the start-up and               

innovation scene, as compared to the US or China, the European Union launched the ‘Innovation Union’                

as part of the Europe 2020 initiative, significantly editing the Treaty on the Functioning of the European                 

Union (TFEU, see reference). As an overall outcome, certain moves are now more protected against               

prohibition if they ‘promote technological or economic progress’ according to Article 101(1) of the              

TFEU. Protection of a natural person in relation to processing data is still a fundamental right under                 

article 16(1) and cannot be overruled, but with the new Industrial Policy Strategy, the EU Commission                

makes it easier for agreements which could potentially be associated with illegal activity to continue               

operating without immediate crackdown. This is not to bestow innovation with an almost human              

protection in regard to law, but it does mean more leeway and benefit of the doubt has been given to large                     

and quick new technological moves (Finck, 2017).  

 

As mentioned in the TruBudget case (Economic section), an important element of European Union              

Policy, is the Principle of Subsidiarity and Proportionality laid down in the Maastricht Treaty. The overall                

goal of the Principle is to protect a certain standard of independence of a lesser authority in association to                   

a higher ruling entity, or for a localised administration towards an overarching one (europa.eu). This               

covers such things as the relationship between federal states and the union-level powers, but also               

generally, the relationships between larger-scale organisations and local interests – the idea is that actions               

should be decided and enacted as closely to the affected persons as possible (Article 10(3) of TEU).  

 

The same sentiment can be seen replicated all across UNs Human Right declaration, which places Human                

Ethics before any other decisional process. Blockchain, as an idea and in its ‘purest form’, is to disrupt                  

power relations, but as is obvious from both the Social and Legal perspectives, that a purpose for social                  

good requires of the technology to be mindful of existent conditions in order to achieve long-lasting                

agreements. Just as EU’s GDPR has become the world’s top standard for data protection, since any                
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initiative interacting with the European Union has to adhere, any Western organisation or business should               

act in the local context as global Human Rights dictate.  

Auditing  
The transparency about processes to the users included in the system is key in this regard, increasing                 

confidence in choices and results produced (Waltl et al. 2019). This inherent quality is what makes                

blockchain based technology suitable for any situation where tracking of data flows are central, and where                

the reconstruction of provenance within complicated networks of multiple players and stakeholders is             

needed. Currently, the damage caused by things such as tax evasion, money laundering, corruption and               

other types of financial trickery, is in the billions of Euros nationally and internationally, every year                

(transparency.eu). Developing and emerging economies are hit the hardest, with corruption aiding the             

search for loopholes, and the tendency has been steadily rising for the last decade (Ibid.).  

 

Evidence as founded on digital transcription is already used in courts across the world, but sufficient                

investigations by trained experts leading to reliable audit reports is costly and can take a long time -                  

particularly when these have to, or can be bribed (EY, 2012). Blockchain technology can lower the cost                 

and the difficulty of finding the information needed to show in court, but it is still a digital ledger, and all                     

information has to be inserted first, and thus it is still important that the entry of data can be validated.  

 

For organisations working with a social cause, besides aiding ease of anti-corruption investigations, and              

as with the WFP case internal reporting, auditing support self-regulation and portraying trustworthiness             

outward. Just as how potential investors have started asking for direct access to the source code repository                 

(friend at CPH Fintech Lab) before supporting an IT startup, an NGO can allow external potential                

supporters to uncover and run tests on an entire group of transactions (Psaila, 2017) – this is a huge                   

improvement of so-called assurance, since previously auditors would have to preliminarily decide which             

items needed to be extracted (sample) for substantive testing (Ibid.) 
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Business Operation Standards 
An issue for blockchain in the business world is that classification is necessary. In Brasil, the country with                  

the highest number of cryptocurrency holders in Latin America and fifth globally (Digital Report, 2019),               

businesses working with blockchain are still lacking formal recognition – this in spite of regulators having                

considered DLTs’ importance for the future of the financial market (CoinDesk, 2019). This is because               

without a proper classification of the business (track record), banks can deny their services to businesses                

which operate with novel, untested technology. 

 

Most of the ongoing discussion is focused on the use of crypto in itself, spanning from direct banning of                   

Bitcoin trading (countries such as China, Ecuador, and Iceland), to being entirely and lawfully regulated               

in Germany, where cryptocurrencies are not considered stocks or currencies but rather private money,              

which is entirely exempt from capital gains tax if not traded for a year (CoinDesk, 2018). It is clear,                   

however, that global standards are very far still; tellingly, the US has large state by state differences, with                  

9 out of 50 states having “clear and precisely formulated” regulation in regards to crypto as a currency,                  

and some have “none at all” (Investopedia, 2019).  

 

The regulation of tokens and of trading and betting on them, as with ICOs, is a different debate, but has                    

also met rejection from large players such as China (Russell, 2017). Organisations such as The SAFT                

(Simple Agreement for Future Tokens) have been trying to develop a token sales framework, with the                

deciding factor being whether tokens are distributed or not at the launch of the ICO. Similarly, exchanges                 

handling tokens have been forced to apply banking licenses due to the sheer amount of value being                 

transacted. As mentioned previously, DAOs are the most complicated application, and have a very              

unknown future of regulation ahead, as it depends on the rules inherent in their design (Clarke, 2017).                 

Mayer Brown, one of the largest global law firms, estimates that ‘modification’ ability will be the primary                 

success indicator of any consortium or DAO, and advise for an off-chain governance process via natural                

language agreements (George et al. 2019). This can also solve any cross-border jurisdiction differences              

for different nodes (Lexology, 2018). Finally, self-regulation as a functioning concept is taking hold, with               
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companies working with crypto avoiding future repercussions by using platforms which guide them to              

industry-specific ‘good’ standards (HedgeTrade, 2019).  

 

Even though the standardised regulation of decentralised public blockchains is far away, the story with               

private blockchains does not seem as complicated as they naturally have the ability to offer more insight                 

and control than usual – in contrast to only receiving periodical network activity reports, a regulator can                 

run their own node on the chain and observe from the inside. In the 2017 Global Blockchain                 

Benchmarking Study (EY), nearly half the participants responded positively to the idea. Although it helps               

lessen bureaucratic processes that regulators, who have been given the right to vote, can easily approve                

transactions and passively observe the ones they have most interest in, it can have negative effects for the                  

actual blockchain functionality. With less privacy and freedom to develop organically, potentially            

malevolent/bad could be pushed away prematurely, either side chains or off-chain, halting its             

development (Hileman & Rauchs, 2017).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case: Land rights in Ghana, BenBen 

 
Image 2: Not-for-granted right: owned property in Ghana 

Source: Andre Stryder, Nairaland Forum, permission granted via email 
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Land registry has been a state controlled function since GDP was introduced and it was part of the                  

measurement of economic wealth of a country (Zucman, 2015). Securely owning land is one of the most                 

economically valuable, empowering ways for an individual to position themselves against being exploited             

or relocated, and for many it is a very large part of their historical identity. The right to secure land tenure                     

was engraved in the SDGs under goal 1, poverty alleviation, and goal 5, gender equality, showing how                 

necessary the condition is (UN.org). Currently, however, only a third of the world’s population hold a                

formal title to their land (World Bank, 2017), usually due to old ownership laws stating certain                

individuals can own very large pieces of land, on which other people live, and work for almost no pay.                   

Peruvian economist Hernando DeSoto estimates the total value of ‘dead capital’ ie. money not accessible               

through rightful or certain ownership, to be at least 10 trillion USD (DeSoto 2000), which is a sixth of the                    

world’s GDP. Not only does this money not go to owners, untransparent process of property development                

lower construction and real estate market activities, which can make up 15% of GDP if handled correctly.  

 

In December 2017 the Danish Foreign Ministry, the Danish crypto exchange Coinify and the              

sustainability think-tank Sustainia, joined forces in publishing a report on the possibilities of blockchain              

for reaching the SDGs called ‘Hack the Future of Development Aid’. For the launch event at the UN City                   

in Copenhagen, the CEO of BenBen, a digital land transactions company from Ghana, gave a               

presentation. He started by showing a picture much like the Image #x, and explaining how in Ghana                 

people will have to often mark their property as ‘not for sale’, as corruption can lead to the sale of their                     
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land happening beyond their control. Furthermore, due to the land records being registered centrally and               

on paper, documents are unenforceable in court, making the property unaccepted by banks as collateral.               

This then leads to a further propagation of financial exclusion and poverty.  

 

Founded on a need to solve this exact issue, BenBen is a blockchain-based, top-of-stack land registry and                 

verification platform for financial institutions, meaning the service reads the transactions and varifies             

them. The BBS is developed by BigchainDB, and they collaborate with the government, the relevant               

banks, and the property owners by updating the current land registry system, providing smart contracts,               

and distributing private keys. It is the immutable nature of the records which then provide a basis for                  

lawful negotiation in court: the land or house is geomatically recorded, and attached to a unique                

serial-number. The real estate transactions are run on a private network of known computers, whereas the                

hashing process is run on the bitcoin network, enabling anyone to verify it. Sensitive information will                

remain encrypted but access can be granted for legal purposes.  

 

According to the large Stanford (2018) report, there are currently still very few actors in the blockchain                 

land sector, and this despite it being ripe for assistance, with over half of the cases not even possible                   

without the use of decentralised ledgers, 80 percent saying it is an improvement, and 20 percent saying its                  

a complete necessity. This is mostly due to the complexity of the process, with The World Bank (WB)                  

saying “securing land tenure is a process, not a single event, with no absolute global standards by which                  

security can be defined” (World Bank Group, 2016). BenBen are setting out to globalise with their                

solutions, dreaming up a ‘shared future platform for the sale and trading of real estate assets’                

(BigchainDB), but in accordance with the WB viewpoint context, the local government always needs to               

highly involved. Cromaway in Sweden have had effective trials, potentially saving more than a hundred               

million on administrative work (qz, 2017), and BitFury have in Georgia created several hundred thousand               

on-chain land title assets (Forbes, 2017). The question remains if real world asset tokenization can be                

extended to places where trust in the lawfulness of government is low.  
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Discussion 
 

And thus commences the analysis of the current environment around the potential use of blockchain in                

work that is socially good. The analysis was meant to be impartial, and based on the most recent and                   

immediate knowledge. I refrained from discussing if the opportunities outweigh the challenges, and just              

rather called attention to the here and now, exemplified by a case each time. 

 

Overall, it can certainly be said that there are opportunities for blockchain technology in pushing forward                

social initiatives, be they related to business operations, government, or humanitarian work. Just as the               

countless reports and research articles that have been covered to this point, each part of the analysis                 

(except Technological) has highlighted at least one viable use-case. Having been a several month-long              

process, my perspective on what was most relevant for the topic changed throughout, and led to iterations                 

in the four focus factors in each part of the PESTEL. An example was the now ‘Energy’ factor, which                   

came from encountering the integrality and novelty of Energy in many of my major resources for the                 

Environmental part (eg. Kouhizadeh & Sarkis (2018); Trieblmaier & Beck (2019)). It replaced a planned               

‘Activism’ factor, since there were not nearly as many recent resources supporting its impact on the                

current research.  

Opportunities 
Based on these collective insights made, I am setting opportunities opposite relevant SDGs, in order to                

see the whole scale of potential change.  

Partnerships for the Goals 
Making the smart contract application of blockchain work in the benefit of collaboration between parties.               

Just as with the TruBudget platform, the process could be tracked and incentivised effectively, and limits                

to lengthy bidirectional communication and compliance auditing could be made.  
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No Poverty, Zero Hunger, Good Health and Well-Being 
Through improved ID-management, eased access to funds across large geographical distances, and            

logistical management of things such as medicine and food, blockchain technology offers significant             

benefits to the integrity of the people, handlers of funds, and funds or things themselves. Besides                

transparency, blockchain has the potential of lowering costs via disintermediation, and making tracking             

and reporting on beneficiary impact easier. With the maturation of pilot projects, the technology can               

enhance trust in the sector, and make new funding mechanisms possible.  

Decent Work and Economic Growth 
Globally, both the work done by nationals and newcomers can become more secure and paid fairly                

through computational contracting rather than simply through bureaucratic intermediary administration.          

Wages can more easily be tracked as well, protecting workers and keeping organisations in-check.              

Real-time processing, and the use of cross-organisational shared platforms, lower risk of contract delivery              

and of using foreign exchanges.  

Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions 
The immutability and disintermediation qualities of blockchain can help absorb corruption in            

governments, and help different communities and authorities trust each other more. Governance on             

distributed ledger technology can hold agents accountable to principals, including the distribution of             

funds, and in electronic voting, both in cases of national elections and organisational decision-making.              

Inherent transparency of the code and transaction history allows for projects promoting freedom of press,               

and for equalizing accessibility to support.  

Responsible Consumption and Production, Climate Action, Life Below 
Water, Life on Land 
Designing international agreements, and agreeing to them is one thing, but adhering to them is another.                

With blockchain the tracing of progress can be made easier, and contributions from smaller units and                
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sectors made transparent. Most notably is the use of tokens for carbon emission reduction through credit                

exchange, and rewarding in circular initiatives such as reuse or production of clean energy.  

 

Information asymmetry appears to be one of the main reasons for inefficient supply chain and resource                

management; increased transparency definitely strengthens market-mechanisms for environmental        

protection and sustainability.  

_________________ 

To summarize opportunities, BBSs lend themselves helpful in situations in which infrastructure is poor;              

where governance and legal systems are inefficient; where communication between parties is complex             

and corruption can be hard to detect; and where a group of people have lost trust in the integrity of                    

another entity.  

Challenges 
Along the way there has also been a steady discovery of challenges. In this section I will attempt to                   

dissect the analysis to point these out and discuss them.  

 

Political 
Partnerships between governments and private enterprises are always a sensitive issue: this is due to the                

more-or-less obvious financial interest of the company offering its services. As could be deducted from               

the example of BitFury’s collaboration with the Republic of Georgia’s National Agency of Public              

Registry, ulterior motives or unforeseen benefits to the technological strong power are likely, in this case                

represented by energy harvesting for private mining-purposes. Although a final deal, as closed by Papuna               

Ugrekhelidze, the Chairman of the agency, can involve agreed upon continuous support from top experts,               

as the world-famous Peruvian economist Hernando De Soto provided, but with anything governmental,             

solutions touch a hugely diverse range of lives and industries and need a large team of neutral specialists.                  

With the early stages of general blockchain understanding, it is highly possible that the team behind the                 

provided solution could be the most specialised in knowing the full scope of technological effects.               
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BitFury, founded in 2011, the early days of the blockchain, could undoubtedly be the best at what they                  

offer, but the worst at communicating it comprehensively according to government actors.  

 

To top it off, seen from a private sector side, all the added design, legal, economic, and otherwise official                   

considerations when collaborating with governments make piloting and implementation much slower.           

Working with NGOs can therefore provide ease, and is generally prefered, but these have even less access                 

to neutral expertise, and therefore fall short of the same risks. With a lack of standardised technology                 

frameworks, Blockchain solution providers thus have an increased responsibility in securing and            

regulating their own systems, once in place.  

Economic 
As for accessibility, simply creating a financial platform for people with no prior access to financial                

systems to use can turn out to be rather unbeneficial if several factors are not considered: depending on                  

the region in the world, the willingness to use mobile banking apps has been low in many places (NAFIS,                   

2017). It is therefore to be argued that blockchain-based mobile banking solutions only hold promise of                

benefit if they are solving other major issues (not just app-i-fication), such as cost, or solving an actual                  

issue non-solvable with existing tools.  

 

The main two issues with global-scale financial inclusion and non-profit initiatives are lack of, and trust                

in, regulatory frameworks, with decentralised finance BBSs regularly shut down by governments, and the              

direct opposition of current dominant intermediary players. The road to a beneficiary is long and starts                

where the credit is – a top down process. This is especially true for emerging economies, where trust                  

between stakeholders and recipients is low due to corruption, lack of transparency, and general fraud.               

Although blockchain-based solutions can lower barriers, the technology can not act as a bank.  

 

Someone asked a legal representative of the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA), Søren Terp,              

at Ethereum Denmark’s second Townhall meeting on decentralised finance (ETH/Web3 Meetups), if            

these centralised forms of overarching governance would in future be necessary, and his answer was that                
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as long as there is any sort of fiat money and interaction with financial institutions, then yes. He pointed                   

out that their role is to also regulate the market for financial solutions, as some ruling (i.e solving of an                    

issue) can go directly through the official legal regulatory system instead of having to be regulated                

through a blockchain. Overall, based on all existing examples, it is clear that there is no escaping the                  

traditional financial authorities, and any BC company offering financial services will need to collaborate              

and comply.  

Social 
One very big caveat to anything social, which I personally re-experience the evidence of every time there                 

is a conference on ‘how to improve the world using technology’, is the lack of understanding of the                  

culture and mentality of the people who are potentially benefiting from the solution. This blindsightedness               

is on the side of the technology providers, and is often rooted in a lack of anthropological / sociological                   

research about the everyday of the target users. It can be hard to circumvent the issue due to lack of an                     

internal research unit coupled with pressure from investors to get the product to market. As Charlotte                

Rønje from JamiiPay puts it, it helps that they are a Western-world initiative when they work with actors                  

in developing countries: “when you show up as a white person, everything changes.” Her advice is to                 

always have local representation, both in terms of geography and culture.  

 

This concept is not different from any for-profit company considering internationalisation. Much research             

in international business points in the direction of setting up a small-scale chapter before making a final                 

move, or hiring a local representative to build a network (Daszkiewicz & Wach, 2012). This is because                 

the local market can often only be understood by being in it, and understanding the mentality of the                  

potential customers – bringing too much personnel from the headquarters, away from site, can prohibit the                

absorption of this understanding. A famous example is IKEA’s first attempt in moving to the US: in                 

copying the European concept to the US market, they completely mistook the customer preferences              

(furniture was too small), and did not have enough local network to quickly make the changes needed                 

(use local suppliers and fabrication), and so they failed (Harvard Business Case, 2016). This case is of a                  
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large for-profit company with many resources, but actually goes to show that even in such cases, lack of                  

local understanding can lead to a mismatch between need and offer.  

 

The exact same sentiment is touched upon by the research of Schuetz and Venkatesh (2019) – they outline                  

the barriers for adoption of financial blockchain-based tech, and thus inclusions in rural India. The key                

issue identified was the general lack of focus on adoption strategies for blockchain initiatives, and that                

although the solutions worked well conceptually, they were not realistic or sustainable. Similarly, as the               

research by Swan (2017) showed, blockchain can have significant benefits on financial inclusion, but not               

enough data is there to back it up: because what good is a technology without users?  

 

Identity management ia blockchain are complicated, multi-stakeholder endeavours. Any organisation          

which positions itself as a mediator through which identity is managed and generated, acts in place of an                  

official institution, and needs to be cautious with governance and not meddling negatively with existing               

power relations. If a self-sovereign identity platform is created between diverse platforms (as the UN is                

moving towards) this reduces the overall system’s effectiveness. In order for the SDG 16.9 (right to                

identity) to be fulfilled, country-level ID systems created in collaboration between organisations and             

governments would ultimately be most beneficial. There is quite a long way until blockchain              

interoperability is safe enough to handle full digital identity, and Juniper Research (2017) supports that               

sentiment, and identifies systemic change rather than technological as preferable in many situations.  

Technological 
What should always be the goal is starting small, with pilots and only some of the data structure. This,                   

however, does not mean that an initiative needs to go linearly through Blockchain 1.0 to 4.0 developments                 

in order to find the build which brings most value to the process. The technology should follow the                  

strategy, not the other way around – this means that using the most sophisticated version, say Blockchain                 

3.0 when the thing needed is to build smart contracts, could be directly counterproductive to the desired                 

service-outcome.  
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Access to skilled programmers also does not come cheap, and the cost is not one-off but involves                 

continuous maintenance of the software and data stream. The programmers need to understand the              

operational environment to its fullest, otherwise they can leave the organisation with a solution which               

dictates issues they can not identify themselves (such as ecosystem-isolation, lack of future development              

options, or heavy determinism in protocols).  

 

With anything built on Ethereum (smart contracts, DApps), there is still a limit to scalability, and only                 

very few transactions can happen per second. To add, due to gas prices, the executions can be expensive                  

to run. Finally, there is the issue of wide-scale adoption, largely caused by lack of interoperability options,                 

but also due to the barriers set by local economic and political conditions – in order for blockchain to                   

bring forth long-lasting change, relationships based on real-world trust with local authorities have to be               

forged first.  

 

There is a real lack of mature use-cases for the technology caused by a funnel of investment and effort                   

into developing new blockchains instead of applications: because it is easy to build on top of the                 

blockchain protocol, the monetary value resides there due to its shared data layer and token attachment.                

Therefore, and without interoperability, only very few developers and systems architects have the power              

to truly change the course of direction of the technology (its protocols), causing centralisation of               

decision-power. Creating a smart contract is a task only requiring programming knowledge, but creating              

intricate and humane blockchain infrastructures require socio-economic thinking. It is important           

mechanisms are set in place for the most informed developer to have a say on the progression of the code,                    

rather than ‘the loudest voice in the (chat)-room’ as it is on Reddit.  

Environmental 
Since the thought of a blockchain for sustainability coupling is still very new, most of the concepts in this                   

field are very much in the theoretical realm. It is, after all, the category of Initiatives in the Stanford BC                    

for Social Impact Study which has the longest time prognosis for beneficiary impact, with most effects                

being over two years away (p. 2).  
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The ideas of blockchain aiding bettered utilisation of supply, both in terms of a social and economical                 

mindset, is still far from integral circularity. To this point, the measurements of household resource use                

are still too poor and too few for advanced BBS energy control grids to work. Especially households in                  

more underdeveloped areas, who could particularly benefit from smaller-scale interactions with providers            

do not have the necessary hardware. What would be required are suitable smartphone applications for               

which the transaction speed is currently not fast enough.  

Legal 
Since smart contracts are automated protocols set off and verified digitally, these execute pre-stated              

conditions, and delete any kind of intermediary. This is by all standards possibly a cheaper and assured                 

way for actors in lower levels of the economic hierarchy to achieve faster, more efficient, and more                 

trustworthy contractual execution. The issue is, however, that the contracts will perform no matter what,               

posing the legal debate of who gets to write them, and where responsibility lies if these are wrong (Quis                   

custodiet ipsos custodies, in legal terminology). In addition, the issue of flexibility has not been covered                

sufficiently to say what would happen if external events challenged the status of conditions, or if                

individuals affected by them would like to change them.  

 

Of course this has always been true for contracting, but in conventional, third-party resolution processes,               

there are many long-established mechanisms in place, and easy ways to find answers and support               

(Gilcrest & Carvalho 2018). With anything built on a blockchain, an organisation or person would need                

advice from someone who understands the technicality and legal implications all at once. Private sector               

tech companies often lack full insight into the kinds of rights users have. For example, it is a human right                    

to have access to information in case of an emergency (UN, 2013 Manual, p. 16), and in case a                   

technological company is the main operator, this company becomes the ‘provider’ and as such should               

carry the responsibility and thus cost for preparing and sharing information. When resources are already               

scarce, placing them unrightfully into risky pilot projects of technologies, increases the harm done even               

more (Bergtora, Jacobsen & McDonald, 2018). 
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The obvious problem of the validity of data entered into a BBS still stands, and for personal or object                   

identity information alike lacks a pre-system verification security. In every country, it is still social and                

political realities which dictate the integrity of official documentation. Despite international Human            

Rights and other global standards, the protection and support of citizens is not a given, and sometimes                 

certain people stand outside the legal framework and cannot be captured or helped by any technological                

solution.  

 

Most importantly, jurisdictional efforts are only as good as the solutions they provide, and in most                

countries if anything needs processing in court, it can be halted by various support deficits from lack of                  

legal infrastructure to paying expenses for help. Concentrating legal certification on state or business              

owned blockchains can be a risk to the dispersal of and access to defining evidence in relation to the law,                    

increasing the power of already dominant entities with an incentive to conceal.  

 

Considerations 
In choosing to go the road I have, an exclusionary focus has been kept on the framework in use. Staying                    

within this framework, I have not looked at other surrounding factors which could have been influential,                

or focused more intensely on some of the factors due to equal representation of each.  

 

A case can also be made for using other types of analyses – another one considered was the SWOT as this                     

would potentially lead to some of the same insights and considerations. However, before starting a               

SWOT, a clearer picture of the environment would have been needed, as this method is already one step                  

further, looking at the opportunities and challenges of the subject of study in relation to the environment.                 

Focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of ‘the venture’ or in this case, BBSs for work with a social                   

aim, would have been more narrowly concerned with the technology itself rather than its broader use.                

Since the goal of my paper was to outline the current environment first and foremost, and then look into                   

what the opportunities and challenges are, the PESTLE came closest to that procedural order. Also, the                
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SWOT looks at the surroundings in terms of a market, and I do not believe there is a single market, but                     

rather multiple areas of work and function. Some would even argue that a SWOT is incorporated in a                  

PESTLE since opportunities (strengths) and challenges (weaknesses) for each of the six factors are              

covered.  

 

The reason I chose to only do a handful of in-depth interviews, which served as peripheral knowledge and                  

were utilized when needed, was because the scope of my investigation did not qualify for, say, Grounded                 

Theory coding of many interviews. This is because, in line with critical realism, I do not believe any set                   

number of people to ‘saturate’ an unknown truth about how blockchain technology is and should be used                 

in the realm of socially good work. With such a new field, which is so branched out already across many                    

different areas of non-profit work, the only thing interviews can provide is added knowledge to the set                 

framework of investigation. Precisely because academia is slow to follow the speed with which the               

technology develops, at times the best insights come from one-liners of experts in the field. 

In order for a full-scale qualitative investigation to take place, an alternative could be doing an in-depth                 

representational case-study, or testing a proper research hypothesis through a large number of             

survey-based interviews. Hypotheses and cases could circle around questions of benefit expectations of             

the NGOs and beneficiaries, investment decision-making in developing countries, or the overcoming of             

inherent limitations to the technology.  

 

A final idea could also be to do a conceptual design of a blockchain solution for a type of                   

NGO/NPO/Social Business, and running it by relevant organisations to see their reactions, then maybe              

iterating it a few times through repeated exposure, and documenting the process. Using a Design Science                

Research approach, creating a prototype project aimed at a certain organisation, getting feedback from              

them, and running it on a simulator could provide compatibility matching, especially if exposed to several                

types of organisational structures. Again, this is way beyond the scope of a master’s thesis.  

  

From the beginning to the end of the analysis, the focus has been on existent tendencies and knowledge.                  

This means that I have been applying current theories and perspectives onto blockchain’s potential for               
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NGO/NPOs/governments/social businesses. This can be quite problematic since it is enforcing ideas onto             

a technology still in bloom: seen with epistemological eyes, the paper is in some parts still at the level of                    

idealism, because ‘blockchain’ as a field with its own theory and empirics is under development. Yet to                 

emerge from the height of its hype, the nancent nature of the technology has to be tested out in larger                    

scope, and studied more intensively by scholars in all fields related to its use. What I have tried to do is                     

offer some rationale and caution for people on both the implementing and the developing ends of its use                  

for pro social work.  

 

In speaking with both Sidsel Rytter (Deloitte) and Amy Butts (IBM), I was suggested doing a comparison                 

to similar technologies and their potential use in social-impact related work for my discussion. This was                

back in March/April 2019 when I was doing preliminary reading and planning, and held a focus on                 

implementation-processes. What I came to realise during continuous reading and more particularly            

writing, was how multi-faceted the use of blockchain is, and how there are no standardised methods of                 

implementation. This can be backed by a diverse range of scholars, concluding things such as the need for                  

specialised teams to deal with testing and facilitation (Purru et al. 2017), blockchain needing more precise                

comparison to individual business processes (Viriyasitavat & Hoonsopon 2019), and that research on             

quality requirements for blockchain implementation is still in an early stage (Koteska, Karafiloski &              

Mishev 2017). In other words, there are too many unknown factors surrounding the use of blockchain,                

and with a lack of existent best-practice, this thesis focused on providing that instead.  

Recommendations 
Before embarking on any solution, the challenges that need addressing have to be mapped out. From there                 

on, in case blockchain is considered an option, the features of the technology potentially solving the issue                 

should be coupled up to the specific challenges, e.g. high cost - distributed; lack of trust - immutable,                  

distributed, smart contracts, and so on. What follows is an assessment of immediate outcomes (how               

would the benefit be felt) and of technical feasibility (mapping out software architecture with associated               

time-frames and costs). Other solutions native to the challenges are considered beforehand. As an              
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adaption from Rogers (2003) ‘Diffusion of Innovations’, I propose an overall procedural framework for              

considering the implementation of blockchain:  

 

1. Knowledge: understand how blockchain operates, and which different systems exist, what their            

potential benefits are.  

2. Persuasion: Can the considered blockchain system bring improvement above and beyond other            

solutions (particularly centralised ones).  

3. Decision: Either Continue or Stop to analyse other solutions in-depth  

4. Implementation: In what way could potential issues of the system be minimized and benefits              

optimized  

5. Confirmation: Can the effects of implementation be measured, and if so, how will they be               

communicated to the wider organisation and stakeholders.  

6. Decision: Continue with updated improvement, or go back to Implementation.  

 

In case of designing an open permissionless type of security has to be defined, both access rights and                  

incentives/punishment for behaviour on the network; a tool for total transparency can also be used for                

surveillance. Social scientists, legal experts, and researchers need to be consulted.  

 

In case of private permissioned or consortium, early and small are the two core-principles. It is easier to                  

migrate to a new infrastructure with less data-silos, lesser cost, and lesser risk of major unforeseen                

problems. If there are plans to build DApps, the source code should be open to all, have one or multiple                    

tokens to run by, generate new tokens, and have a premodulated consensus mechanism. The system               

would be enabled by smart contracts typically built with Solidity, and exist in an execution environment                

which is deterministic, terminable and isolated.  

 

For tokens, their purpose, properties and governance models need to be designed. As for properties,               

beyond the purely technical and legal, it is important to consider the fungibility of the tokens, that is their                   

status as interchangeable or tied to an identity. Fungible also means the token can be fractionalized. As for                  
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governance, incentives, supply, regulation and the order of accountability need to be built in. If token                

economics teach one thing, it is that we need to move away from an ‘innovation’ narrative and towards a                   

‘rights’ approach to technology.  

 

 

Conclusion 
With the exception of a handful of research, there have so far not been any major investigations into the 

surrounding landscape of blockchain’s potential use for social-impact work. Specifically, no investigation 

has employed the PESTEL framework, supported by cases, to make a 360 degree assessment of the 

potential;keeping with a critical perspective and taking into account both possibilities and challenges. It 

has become clear that the promise of blockchain-based systems to yield good stretches into many different 

areas of social-impact work, such as access to identity and rights, fairer democracy and participation, 

legal justification of ownership, positive reinforcement of behaviour, community-based monitoring, and 

automated reporting.  

 

So far blockchain has only improved, not revolutionized, operations in the three stages most relevant for 

social-impact work: identification of issues, delivery of solution, and reporting. However, certain projects 

to date would not have been possible without the support from the technology, and entirely new economic 

systems are under development. Even though there is good reason to believe more collaborations between 

for-profit and non-profit will drive successful use cases, it is obvious that a lot of considerations is often 

lacking. In order to plan an implementation, in-depth sociological, legal, and technical aspects have to be 

understood: for this, collaborating with neutral research institutes can help. In the end, the KPI of 

implementation should be measurable benefits to a situation, and for this a framework of the SDGs can 

help. Using the term ‘blockchain’ does not rid a project of misappropriation, and the same issues of data 

security, surveillance, financial interest, and bad design can persist. Until wide-spread use makes it clearer 

which direction to go, researchers and voices in the community have many questions to answer:  
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Using a mix between network-theory and token economics, how can we design virtual, mass 
economies for social and financial inclusion?  
 
In lieu of our inclination to focus on ‘technology as a fix’, how can we talk about blockchain in a 
more holistic way?  
 
To overcome the ‘fat protocol’ problem of blockchain, what investment strategies should be 
employed to promote socially impactful applications?  
 
Until we have artificial intelligence deciding for us, decisions still need to be made by people: 
how exactly does the idea of trust become affected by blockchain-based systems?   
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Charlotte Rønje, JamiiPay  
May 15 2019 – Republikken – Julia and Charlotte Rønje, CEO 
Transcript of the full 30 min interview  
  
Can you tell me a bit about Jamii pay’s background story? Maybe also yours? 
My background has always been trying to find a way to help people in a long-term, scalable way. I’ve studied                    
developmental studies, micro finance, how to run a business in Eastern Africa, have working experience from there                 
as well, setting up a DANIDA business partnership up. Between then and now I’ve worked as a sustainability                  
consultant for PWC. 
  
What I’m trying to figure out, is what is most important for development, where to start? Some of the things I’ve                     
noticed is that it’s very much connected to ownership. In order to own something you need to be a person. So there’s                      
an ID-aspect to it – however, no one is interested in getting an ID for the sake of having an ID. In order to get people                          
to start building a self-sustaining life, you need to attract them with services useful to them. 
  
When blockchain started coming up, I thought ‘finally we can solve some of these issues’. You can disconnect IDs                   
from corrupt governance, that’s great, and then you can begin building your own ID. I was very disappointed by how                    
slow it went. And all the solutions I saw were 29 year old boys from Silicon Valley or an equivalent, who’d created a                       
high flying solution they thought was relevant for 3 billion of the world’s population. I’m starting to see where my role                     
in all this is, since I am so interdisciplinary, not an expert on neither micro finance nor blockchain, but I have                     
knowledge of all the parts, and I can link it together with a strong focus on the end user. 
  
First and foremost, one has to look at the context and ask ‘What do they already have?’ That’s why the name: Jamii                      
is Swahili and means Community. They have strong communities, and they have some sort of financial systems                 
amongst themselves. Then build on top of that, so linking from the bottom up. Linking the people to the technology. 
  
Our journey started by looking at how we can solve this, and I’m mentioning this because it’s relevant to you, but not                      
many arrows pointed towards blockchain. Rather, what is needed was: 

-       A platform adhering to GDPR 
- Cash in and out (you can never fully escape the banks. And you’re not allowed to handle money in and                     

out legally without having a bank partnership, and blockchain doesn’t solve this issue) 
  
So what can BC add? It provides transparency for people to look into the system transactions. But which ones of my                     
users will ever do that? Maybe one day, in a version 20 with 10 million users someone would need to do that. But to                        
start investing heavily into some immature technology that few have experience working with, takes a long time to                  
programme, and where extra governance needs to be in place for the transparency to not turn into surveillance, etc                   
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etc, doesn’t make sense for us. BC would for us only solve the issue of owning the customer’s ID, so in case we                       
could link ourselves to Uport, through Consensus, or otherwise, that would be of interest. 
  
Getting self-sovereign identity is the final goal then? 
Yes exactly. 
When you do the testing of an MVP how do you do that, and who does it? 
I sent out a person who speaks the local language to go sit down with these groups. I’d already established a                     
familiarity with what in Kenya is called SAKOS, or what the local savings group is called, where you save up and give                      
each other loans. We tested four different countries to see where our service would be of most use. Everything we                    
then designed it from there. What they asked for in the group was more loan-capital, so we developed a system that                     
can register the activity of the group. 
  
Is the group just registered as e.g. ‘Group Number X’ or are all people registered individually? 
It’s both. There are NGOs like Village Savings And Loans Association (VSLA) that help people organize themselves                 
into these groups, and right now there’s 6 million registered ‘trainee’ groups. There are many more, but they’re not                   
kept track of after they ‘graduate’ so to speak. It’s really important to understand the infrastructure of the customer,                   
because otherwise you design a solution and then you get a new customer every month. It needs to be a lot of                      
customers fast to work. That’s what NGOs have: reach to the poorest people. They understand the structure from the                   
capitals to the regions to the villages to someone driving out on a dirt bike. And in Africa 80-85% of people live in rural                        
areas, so for us to gain access to these people… 
  
They’re asking for loan-capacity, because as a baseline in any usual financial system, you borrow upward. You                 
borrow from people who have more money than you, that’s the concept. In a loans-group, it’s the poorest people who                    
have gotten together to put money in, and then alternate borrowing from that. There’s almost no loan-capital. So                  
when we on our homepage say we service 20% of the loan demand, it’s just to put a number to it. In reality it’s 1% or                          
less: because everyone could require money for something that is 100 times more expensive… And they probably                 
shouldn’t get money for that, in any case! 
  
In order to give them access to loans, we need to capture data for these people. On their activities. So, we start by                       
digitizing the service and loans groups. Keep an eye on their meetings, and with that knowledge make a credit                   
estimation. Which is then taken to the local banks and can be used as a base for giving a loan. That’s the paradox                       
with ID: no one is interested in an ID but people are interested in a loan – and through this process people get IDs                        
without really knowing. We know more about our users than a KYC process would reveal in a country like Denmark.                    
Here you can do things online, no one even needs to see you. In Denmark we don’t worry too much about identity                      
theft, but in the US and lots of places that’s a massive issue. A national ID is a number you can steal, whereas KYC                        
rules from the EML policy don’t require a national ID but you need to really KNOW who the customer is. So we have                       
a track record of the groups, and also the individual people in the groups. 
  
How do the groups report to you and how does it get verified? 
When the groups meet they have a large ledger, and write down who saves what, and put stamps into the savings                     
book. We’ve emulated this process in our app, so they can do the same registration in it. Previously it was manual,                     
the calculations, and now our app tells them when they’ve made a mistake. They’re still using their books, and it’s                    
mirrored, but in future they could loose the books. They’re already enjoying using the app more than the books. 
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Can we verify the data is real? We collaborate with the agents of the NGOs, and pay them to do work for us when                        
they’re out at the groups anyway. They take pictures of the books for comparison. However, when the books are                   
gone, then we have the full data. And money was once “I owe you”, and that’s a ledger. The moment our ledger tells                       
who owes who what, then it’s basically what banks do. The only difference is that we do not hold the money, they do                       
that. 
  
The NGO convinces the groups to join in. They decide their own by-laws (how much a share should cost): it’s not                     
about purely saving, it’s about buying a part of a cooperative, then they meet once a week and buy shares. When                     
enough money has been put into the cooperative, they can apply for a loan, which needs to be paid back over three                      
months, with a service charge of 5 percent. The money goes back into the cooperative, and when the year has                    
passed, everyone shares the money that has been generated. 
  
So the ledger records this process: who came to the meeting, who bought how many shares, and what is the total                     
amount of shares, what is given away as loans, what has been repaid as loans, and then there’s the penalty box for                      
being late (laughs). And finally there’s a social box, everyone pays into, which can be used for emergency loan                   
situations such as for medicine and so on. 
  
The amazing thing is these groups have a default rate of 3 percent (percentage of all outstanding loans that a lender                     
has written off after a prolonged period of missed payments). That’s comparable to Danske Bank. And that is in spite                    
of completely different conditions such as drought, illness such as AIDS, and actual death. This goes to show the                   
strength of the social pillar behind these communities. 
  
How do they then receive the loan in the end? Do you pick it up for them? 
It will be the agent of the NGO or the committee member of the group who shows up at a bank and takes back the                         
loan to the group, without our presence. 
  
How easy or difficult is it to convince the banks of giving the loans?  
Banks in developing countries have not gotten as far as us with data driven loaning as we have in Euope. It’s been                      
very collateral based, so there’s an element of convincing that’s hard. But what they’re very much interested in is                   
reaching people they could never have. Most people are too poor to be their potential customers; 72% of people in                    
Ethiopia don’t see themselves as a potential customer. But through our groups the loans are much larger (instead of                   
300 per person it’s maybe 6000 for the group), and also the individuals get stronger individually. 
  
In future we would able to add these groups into financial packages, and say for example: we have X number of                     
groups, they a AAA rating (credit valuation), they can give out a loan to many groups at once (but with interest).                     
Removes the admin of dealing with more loans. 
  
So it’s you who carry the risk? 
In our case it would be the bank. It could have been a risk-sharing model, but the standard is the bank. They get the                        
interest rate, and we pay the service fee. The loan to the customer gets more expensive because we have this                    
service fee, but without us there would not even have been a loan. 
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Does it help you’re an international initiative? 
Yes, I believe so. When dealing with the bank especially. They know that we are way ahead on these matters in                     
Scandinavia. But with the groups it can be a negative: when you show up as a white person, everything changes.                    
They treat us as royals. It’s important to have locals representation. 
  
And once they get the money they very much know what to do with it. I’ve heard this so often in this context. That it’s                         
not necessary for someone to administer what they spend their money on. 
Exactly! And that’s what why we write on our homepage “people with big dreams”, because all of these people have                    
very big and clear ideas about what they want to do. You don’t go through poverty without imagining things to be                     
different, you’re constantly fighting. And Then there’s the added element of it being Women (out of our 2490 test                   
individuals, only 40 are men), since the men are all working full time. That being said, they also use the money to                      
create small businesses and create things. 
  
Do you have a period of training? 
We do two hours training to the agents in using the app. Soon the app will be more user friendly and it’ll be only be                         
around 30 min. When the NGOs set up the groups, they spend three days teaching them ledger accounting – and                    
they still do a high level of mistakes. We were scared that the app would remove their learned skill of accounting, but                      
with the mistakes we see, I wouldn’t say so. 
  
Are you competing or collaborating with other similar initiatives locally? 
There’s the SCHEME savings group model which Care uses and most NGOs there use. Then there’s other savings                  
groups. But the models are not competing, as they can offer very different things. VSLA is special in that is has loans,                      
that’s not usual for a savings group. The usual model across the world is that a group of people put a certain amount                       
of money into a box, and every month each person gets to have the full amount. 
  
Do you have plans of collaborating with other technologies or platforms in the future? That’s what I’m looking at in                    
terms of other blockchain projects, how open their default set up is for future interoperability. 
Something ID-based would be interesting. Could be Uport or something else, once it gets more mature. Some way of                   
moving money across boarders that is cheap. 
  
You send money to Ethiopia? 
Not as of now, but lending money from here to there could definitely be an option, instead of keeping it in our banks                       
that don’t even pay interests for storing them anymore. 
  
How do you plan to run JamiiPay as a business, financially? 
There are two aspects two it: what is out situation now as a startup, and what is our plan as a business. 
Our business model are several things: the baseline is that we have data and relations with customers that no one                    
else has. We can use that information to convert unbanked people to bank customers (we can be hired). 
Then there is the bank partnerships, putting groups into bigger ones and charging the service fee for this. 
But before this we will exist as a startup. Bootstrapping, as you do, then grant from the innovation fund, and now we                      
are selling parts of the organization to some impact driven investors. And we are still seeking soft funding money. 
  
When do you think you’ll be a scale-up, the hardest part? 
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In a year or so. And a ‘normal’ organization in probably 3 years. We are thinking about putting parts of it on a                       
blockchain in future, but not the entire system.  

Appendix B: Sidsel Rytter, Deloitte 
April 2019, Frederiksberg Center, Full transcript of 40 min interview 
  
Financial transactions such as with crypto or you can use it back-end? 

-       With crypto 
  
Me: talking about the case of Mukti – what does Deloitte do: who are the companies that approach and what do they                      
want? 
  
Sidsel: we don’t do crypto per se because we also do legal and tax and the different kinds of interest of the company.                       
What we do is mostly what we call business blockchain so basically to solve some sort of business issue. It can be                      
efficiency it can be cost, interoperability across countries, or company exchange of data. We both do public and                  
private networks. The technology very much depends on the case and the clients, we are not fixed on anything. 
  
We do some things that are just within companies, e.g. you’re an international company and you want to ease trade                    
finance: move money from Sweden to Denmark, within the same company, so like token solutions – we’ve done that.                   
We’ve done a lot of things because we are big and all part of this global community. So what I am doing right now is I                          
am helping a central bank set up a testing platform, so that’s actually for fintechs to test blockchain payment, using                    
the tech to do payments, but not crypto per se. Using the technology to move assets so you can settle transactions                     
easier. 
  
And then we also do a lot of consortium management – in terms of, some solutions only make sense if you have a lot                        
of buy-in, in that a lot of different companies are in on the solution. We will the be the intermediate in helping them                       
strategize this and helping them in actually coming up with an agreement and start developing the consortium. 
  
Me: because you know what is possible and what is not possible? 
  
Yeah, we can be technically consulting but also we don’t have an interest in the same way. We can be neutral and                      
kind of see what’s best for everyone and try to make some standards. 
  
Me: right. So because it is a consortium then everyone pays equally? 
  
It depends on what kind of solution it is. Sometimes it can be initiated by some party, and it depends on how the                       
ownership structure is. 
  
Me: How do you then track the process and calculate a price - do you follow through until completion, building up the                      
whole system, or do they themselves do that? 
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What we normally do, even before we sign any kind of agreement, we have a strategy workshop. So, we would                    
usually, let’s say you’re the CEO of a bank, and you have a CFO and maybe some innovation associates, we would                     
ask them for information so we can know their business before, and then invite them in for a 2-3 day workshop. In                      
those days we would primarily ask them tons of questions to understand their business, to see: what are the issues,                    
for which of these could BC be a fit, and if there are any we can move on to help them identify what kinds of use                          
cases exist and what it would take to develop an MVP. 
  
Me: so you kind of do pilots? 
  
Yes, we are still doing pilots. Then we’ve done a few things that have gone beyond pilots. We’ve got two cases where                      
they’ve done a pilot, they’ve liked it, and we’ve gone into production of actually implementing it. 
  
Me: is there are measurable way to set up a pilot in relation to what the implementation would look like? 
  
Normally we can design the pilot from the first workshop. In order to then develop it we usually spend 16-20 weeks.                     
And then after that, of course it depends on the time, scale and integrations of it all when the company is ready to put                        
their data onto the BC. 
  
Me: okay so is it more like a time-thing, rather than, say, a pilot is 20% of the final system? 
  
Our product is like a minimal viable thing we need to prove to see that the solution works. For example, for one of the                        
payment solutions we are making for fintech, we’ve agreed that we need one person and one PSP times two cross                    
border payments – we don’t need 100, we just need two to show that it works. If that works the company would be                       
willing to go into production. 
  
Me: so in the case of, for example, the social business that I*m going to be working on, so they could maybe do it                        
with one person and then see how it work work, too? 
  
Yes, maybe, it just depends on what the minimal proof that’s needed is, and I don’t know what that is in relation to a                        
social business. What are the different uses? If you for example think there are five different kinds of archetypes, you                    
can use them as user-personas. And develop the concept with those five in mind. 
  
Me: Alright. What is the kind of prior work a company needs to have done – do they need to set up their data in a                          
different way? Do they need to have a responsible person who’s only focused on the transition? Or is everyone                   
gradually all informed? 
  
It really depends. If it’s a pilot it does not have to include the entire business. I would say number one is: have the                        
buy-in because it does not make sense to do it if the top-management is not in on it. Get the leadership in the room                        
approving of everything, if you do not have that it is going to be hard to get to adoption afterwards. 
  
Me: From the readings I’ve done on social businesses considering BC, I’ve identified three pain pillars: cost,                 
efficiency and trust. Those are the three things they care most about. Not so much profit, as that’s not what they work                      
with. 
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Okay, but they still need the funds to do it… 
Me: of course, that is still very important. It is more how can we keep costs low and still operate effectively, so that                       
people trust the system enough to give funds. Do private companies think that way too? Not necessarily profit but                   
cost-efficiency? 
  
Cost-efficiency is a big thing, of course. It needs to be worth it basically. I am thinking of an Irish company, AidTech,                      
have you heard of them before? 
  
Me: yeah. I am little skeptical of them because their data is not very secured. 
  
But an interesting idea, still. 
  
Me: have you seen, when you’ve worked with BC in different contexts that the structure of the company had to                    
change in order for the system to work? 
  
That was what I was going to say, there are different kinds of levels. You can do one BC that just makes it run on BC                          
that doesn’t revolutionize anything. But if you want to fundamentally change the business and radically improves it                 
you need to stop thinking about how to optimize the status quo but how it could be. 
  
That’s what we try to do in the workshops. For example, this one HR person is doing their job a certain way, but with                        
BC you would no longer need this person, it could be done by a smart contract system. Which is something that                     
fundamentally changes the structure. 
  
Me: do you then track the process? Say you do a pilot and they go ahead to implement, do you check in with the                        
company or do they go out and do it themselves? 
  
Well, we still don’t really have anything that has happened a long time ago, we are still working with the ones who are                       
having it in production, we are just doing improvement stuff. But we know how we’d design a solution that looks                    
different because we go to the clients and say, ‘yeah, this is how your business would look if you did that’. So there is                        
of course process mapping; part of that workshop is mapping the processes and how they could be. 
  
Me: You must have quite a diverse team, both the technical but also the organizational?  
  
Yes, it’s good to have the technical but we also need people who explore the business and get deep into business                     
analytics work, in order to even propose something. 
  
Me: How would you measure efficiency, necessarily. Is it that for example work hours go down? 
  
It depends on the objective, some it wouldn’t be one. For some companies, trust would be an objective: enhancing                   
transparency of whatever you do, for customers. It’s important to discuss this as early in the project as possible, to                    
measure the success. 
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Me: would you say that BC, once it has been implemented, it is more likely to be used and made use of in the way it                          
was intended? Because I spoke to the founders of this big digital agency recently, and they said that when they build                     
a software system for a company, the company often ends up not using it properly. 
  
It’s hard to say right now because there is not enough things that are actually at the production grade. It is too soon to                        
say. But I think it’s same for any tech, don’t treat BC any differently: it’s still IT, it’s just a different structuring of it. If                         
you wanna do BC don’t talk about BC, talk about what you need to get done. (Not having BC but using BC) 
  
Me: but that’s exactly the thing. It’s so mysterious in many ways: when you read online there’s very little information                    
about, say, how social businesses work with BC other than that they do. And with Deloitte, your BC department is in                     
Dublin, it’s not like it’s part of every Deloitte country department’s work. 
 
Yeah, the one in Dublin operates for all of Europe. 
 
It’s still in hubs, in a way. It’s not an overarching thing people are working with a little bit here and there, it’s still very                         
centralized. How does your center work? 
  
We travel all the time. We are a big part of the overall Deloitte community. There’s different kinds of community; I’m in                      
the financial sector, for one, so I will be speaking with all the other financial sector people across the globe. And we                      
have monthly check-ins, where we call to share what we are doing. There’s a lot of knowledge sharing, so we’ve got                     
visitors from other labs, other practices, a lot of people emailing us and having calls with them explaining things. 
  
This kind of sharing means we get to advice each other early if there are different ways of doing things. A lot of                       
people might come to us, they might have a client, and they might know a little bit about blockchain, and they’ve                     
identified, OK this client might be interested in blockchain and send them onto us. We are just kind of the center to                      
which everyone can send their client. But then we will work in collaboration with them, so even if the client is on                      
another project with Deloitte in say Munich, we can work with the team in Munich and the client. 
  
Me: How far do you go with your advice? Do you also build things? 
  
We also build things. So, we start by identifying and creating a strategy, building it, and integrating it. Not necessarily                    
so much the social parts after in the organization. We probably stop at going live / integrating with the system, but we                      
are not doing change management. They can hire us for that as well but it would not be the BC team. 
  
What’s your research question at this stage? 
  
Me: how do SBs implement BC, what is the process, and what can they learn from other eco systems? 
  
I think I would focus on breaking it into: so what makes an SB, what is significant, what do you need to be mindful of.                         
And then what are the different things you can say about Software Implementation. So maybe don’t just interview                  
people who are necessarily in BC but are really skilled in software implementation. And then talk to BC IT people and                     
see if you can find the differences. I don’t think you will find ‘this is how you implement BC’, it’s still too novel. But you                         
can easily bridge between BC and more traditional software, and what the pitfalls are. What makes BC different. And                   
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I would say number one thing is, and my boss would say as well, you have to know you might be changing your                       
complete way of working. And more stakeholders. There’s a lot of need for consortium management. 
  
Stakeholders such as: one thing I am designing is a solution to be compliant with MIFIT2 in banking industry. It has                     
different kinds of rules where in order to provide advice to customers, you need to pass certain levels of education,                    
and in order to get this you need to pass certain tests and do continuous development, and it needs to be tracked and                       
if the bank fails to do that they’ll be fined. We are creating a BC for multiple banks to manage this. You need to get                         
the banks but also the orgs that certify into the room. You need to manage people’s expectations but can end up                     
taking a lot of resources. 
  
So it’s about when you move around the system you don’t need to prove you’re certified, as it’s on a public BC, and                       
everyone, say your employer, can see you are.  
  
We are doing it with BEEF, we are tracking the production. Mærsk does this (supplychain), business certification,                 
universities… 
  
Me: but if CBS tried to do it, others would need to join? 
  
CBS could start but it would make sense if it was a common university platform, where you can track your education. 
  
Me: okay thanks, this was of great help. Especially the thinking BC/software implementation processes. 
  
I just wouldn’t… don’t think of BC as something separate. You don’t talk about the internet when you’re selling                   
something that’s on the internet. Internet is just the underlying data infrastructure. Because I think you’re more                 
interested in the obstacles of implementation, and maybe some people who’ve dealt with something like change                
management, barriers people have to new things, might be some parallels into other new tech such as driverless                  
cars, social aspects. How far can you push people’s minds in terms of what’s safe and what’s not really useful? 
  
Me: especially when it’s a very precarious field such as humanitarian work. It’s not like “let’s try something new”,                   
because you’re relying on people’s money in a very different way. 
  
You can use those people to understand how the industry is, but I wouldn’t ask people in the humanitarian sector                    
about BC because I don’t think they’re going to know. Limit yourself as much as possible. My thesis wasn’t even on                     
BC, and I don’t think it’s too important for your future work, so make it as interesting to write as possible, so you don’t                        
have to put too much work into it. 
  

Appendix C: Gora Sengupta, Mukti 
July 2019, Skype, Key words and phrases 
• What is the overall economic landscape you operate within i.e. how much does the local economy affect your work?  
• + How come you focus on female entrepreneurs - and how do they become part of the Mukti system? 
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- Econmically below poverty line, families with 5000 rupee a month = < 100 USD, HEALER programs: health,                  
environment, agricultural reforms, livelihood/economic security, education, right to information approach MUKTI           
used.  
- I helped them on the livelihood/economic security programme, MCDF (fund), microcredit operation, loans to women                
entrepreneurs, 5000 women registered, 42 villages 
- Encourage the people who have registered, to contribute savings, self-help groups, 10-12 groups, over a period of 6                   
months or so, out of that money plus sponsors, 2-3 of these women can take loans, up to about 10.000 rupees at a                       
time, bare sufficient for them to run their microbusiness and pay their savings,  
- Point of scheme: group take joint reliability. High risk: unforeseen things, health, weather, lack of training, problems                  
with the livestock etc.  
- What we have seen: in this environment, lesser of a risk than to men, supported by the GRAMIN bank example, for                      
the last 3-4 years, by and large it works  
- Parameters for success: 150 self help groups, under one branch, measure at the branch level, 7-8 parameters,                  
monitor in the monthly meetings,  
 
• How much do you cooperate with other organisations, governmental or non-governmental?  
- Other NGOs, doing similar microcredit, because of gov regulations, one person can be part of different micro loans                   
orgs, so they need to coordinate. It's all regulated.  
- Large foundations: they partner with other NGOs in same region 
 
• In which was do migrations and changes in demographics affect your work i.e. people moving closer to cities for                    
work?  
- Rural population always stays whatever, when developments picks up they get education and moves away.  
- There will always be enough people to serve. Not scared of 'losing' customers.  
- Train younger people. So they want them to move away and focus on other people in the area. Goal is to helps as                        
many people as possible.  
 
How do you source your sponsors?  
- Large foundations want larger scale operations than what we have. Partner with someone who works for them.  
- Approach people in the area.  
- In Sunderban we (MCDF, with the women) are one of two, in scheme of West Bengal we are not big.  
 
• Where do you see your largest expenses, and chance of improving these?  
- Mukti employs 120 people and MCDF 20, staff salaries, operation expenses, no four-wheelers, only narrow mud                 
parts, motor-cycles, repair and fuel,  
- Oversea sponsors, asking for money back, some don't, 100% with 0% interest.  
- Savings of women create.  
- Give women training, skills based training, skills expert from Calcutta 
- Admin meeting between the staff themselves 
- Communication is difficult  
 
• Have you ever faced any legal/regulatory difficulties? 
- No 
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- There needs to be a common platform for the NGOs to share their information 
- Common burrowers between NGOs, they have to speak about it, and show their information which they cannot                  
always do.  
- They shouldn't take too many loans!!! End up in trouble  
 
• Do you work with any sensitive information? 
- Particularly burrower information, personal information,  
 
• And finally, in case you are informed, how come you are considering possibly using blockchain?  
- MAIN IDEA: establishment of trust between the social investor and MUKTI. Always face a challenge of how to show                    
the investor at 0% interest, that their money reaches the nominated burrowers and what is happening with it,                  
progress, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years etc.  
- Using BC will give the trust factor making the transactions more visible 
- once we have the BC operational, more people will be interested in investment, because now they have to trust us 
- A lot of reporting will be removed  
- We want to refurbish our IT system -- we do have funding limitations 
- The THINK TANK of the NGO are IT people, TCS start-up consulting services (people working there, some have                   
been sponsored and wanna give) 
- The time to do it is now, because we are still small, rather than too big!!!  
- There is a lot of growth, 40% every year (membership)  
- ID: transformation 
- IT DEPENDS ON THE KIND OF BLOCKCHAIN: not a public blockchain system, non-profit: all interested is trust. No                   
monetary transactions(!) MUKTI specific currency 
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